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PART -A
UNIT -1:INTRODUCTION: Difference between Domestic and Industrial Wastewater,
Effect on Streams and on Municipal Sewage Treatment Plants. Stream Sampling, effluent
and stream Standards and Legislation to Control Water Pollution.
5 Hours

UNIT -2
Stream Quality, Dissolved oxygen Sag Curve in Stream, Streeter- Phelps formulation,
Numerical Problems on DO prediction.
6 Hours
UNIT -3:TREATMENT METHODS-I: Volume
Neutralization, Equalization and Proportioning.

Reduction,

Strength

Reduction,
5 Hours
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UNIT -4: TREATMENT METHODS-II: Removal of Inorganic suspended solids, Removal
of Organic Solids, Removal of suspended solids and colloids. Treatment and Disposal of
Sludge Solids.
6 Hours
PART -B
UNIT -5 COMBINED TREATMENT: Feasibility of combined Treatment of Industrial Raw
Waste with Domestic Waste, Discharge of Raw, Partially Treated and completely treated
Wastes to Streams.
6 Hours

ol

UNIT -6 TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE: Process flow sheet
showing origin / sources of waste water, characteristics of waste, alternative treatment
methods, disposal, reuse and recovery along with flow sheet. Effect of waste disposal on
water bodies

us

THE INDUSTRIES TO BE COVERED ARE:
1
Cotton Textile Industry
2
Tanning Industry
3
Cane Sugar Industry & Distillery Industry

vt

UNIT -7 TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE-I:
1
Dairy Industry
2
Canning Industry
3
Steel and Cement Industry

UNIT -8 TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE-II:
1
Paper and Pulp Industry
2
Pharmaceutical Industry
3
Food Processing Industry
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UNIT - 1
INTRODUCTION
Difference between Domestic and Industrial wastewater
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Domestic sewage consists of liquid waste originating from bathrooms, water closets, kitchen
sinks, wash basins etc of residential, commercial or institutions buildings. For example,
apartments, hotels, hospitals, shopping mall etc

Industrial wastewater consists of wastes originating from the industrial processes of various

industries such as paper manufacture, textile, sugar, brewing, dyeing etc. The quality of industrial
wastewater depends largely upon the type of industry & the chemicals used in their process water.
Sometimes, they may be very foul & may require extensive treatment before being disposed off in
public sewage

Industrial waster as pointed out above, usually contains several chemical pollutants & toxic

ut

substances in too large proportions. The characteristics of the produced wastewater will usually
vary from industry to industry & also vary from process to process even in the same industry, such
industrial waster cannot always be treated easily by the normal methods of treating domestic

ol

wastewater & certain specially designed methods are sequence of methods may be necessary. The
normal biological treatment methods for sewage are dependent up on the bacterial activity within
the sewage, & as the toxic chemicals present in the industrial wastewater may hinder or destroy the

us

bacterial activity. Therefore these normal methods may not be sufficient unless modify &/or
supplemented by additional techniques.
Stream sampling

vt

Before embarking on designing of any industrial wastewater treatment facility a comprehensive
stream-sampling program should be conducted. This will in turn help considerably for efficient
operation of facility. The factors to be considered before starting a sampling program are
1. Overall objectives of the program
2. Total number of samples
3. Points of collection
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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4. Method of collection
5. Data to be obtained
6. Frequency of sample collection
7. Time of the year for sampling
9. Care of samples, prior to analysis
Overall objectives of the program
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8. Statistical handling of data

There are various objectives of stream sampling. In one instance the engineer may be concerned

with the effect of an upstream industry on the water quality downstream, of special interest in this
case might be the color of the water in the receiving stream. In another instance, he may be
attempting to ascertain the dissolved oxygen sag characteristics of the stream during the summer
season only. In another case, he could concern that the stream characteristics comply with the

standards stipulated by the state pollution control board. The importance of the 8 factors will

Total number of samples

ut

depend to some degree on the overall objectives of the sampling program.

ol

The no. of samples required depends on the objectives of the programme & the amount of time
alloted for completion of the same. The use of the few locations & more samples to define the
results is usually much more reliable than using many stations with only a few samples from each.
Also, samples are frequently taken over a long time interval, during which the condition of the

us

water course is subject to variation. In many instances, an attempt to test all condition by
infrequent, random sampling produces no definite pattern & in fact may be misleading. It may be
better to concentrate on well defined frequent & intensive sampling

vt

A well planned survey with a specific objective will require a minimum samples. If for ex,
someone wishes to determine the river characteristics, especially the DO profile during low flow
periods, 2 or 3 samples collected at the proper time will suffice. These samples must be collected,
however during extreme drought periods, if factors influencing the character of the stream to be
clearly established
However, since the industrial processing is so varied & usually unpredictable, that many samples
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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of the receiving water under all conditions must be collected in order to evaluate the effect of waste
upon the stream.
Points of collection
Sampling points should be selected with great care & due consideration should be given to the
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sources of pollution, dilution by branch streams, changes in surrounding topography & slope of the

river significant river side features also influent the choice of sampling points such as a municipal

water intake, a park, an industrial area, a good fishing spot, a hotel or a camping site would each
have a definite bearing on the usage of the stream. Since the acceptable pollution limits for water

vary according to usage, samples should to collected & the record made of the condition of the
stream just above & just below all such points of stream use are changed.
A minimum of 4 stream stations is recommended

a) An upstream site where the water is uncontaminated

ut

b) Just below the source of pollution or dilution

c) Where the stream is in worst condition due to the source of pollution
d) A point midway between bottom of oxygen sag & the recovery of oxygen level

ol

Method of collection

Samples should be taken from 0.6 ft depth in streams less than 2 ft. The volume of samples
depends on the number and type of analysis to be carried out. A standard type dissolved oxygen

us

sampler is recommended for collecting most samples. Glass bottles with glass caps or
polyethylene containers are most widely used. Any doubt about the cleanliness of the sample
bottle can usually be dispelled by rinsing it first with some of the actual stream water, but special

vt

bottles are required for bacteriological samples.
Data to be collected
The scientific collection of data for stream analysis may be divided into three major categories i.e.,
hydrologic factors, sources of pollution and water course sampling. The type of data to be obtained
depends on the objectives of sampling programme and the amount of time and money available for
the investigation. For example, if the oxygen resources of a section of a stream is required then,
Dept. of Civil Engg., vtusolution.in
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DO, water temperature and stream flow should be measured. If the sampling programme is of
general nature, the stream analyst should undertake as many chemical, physical and biological
tests as possible. For design of wastewater treatment plants, the rate of flow, temperature, BOD
and DO can supply sufficient information. In addition, data on pH, color and turbidity may
indicate the general physical condition of the stream. Biological analysis is required when the
determined.
Frequency of sample collection
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stream water is used for drinking, bathing or flushing. In this case, the coliform count is usually

Samples should be collected as frequently as possible to provide a representative of total sample.

The master sample should contain individual constituents of variation expected. For ex, if the pH is

known to vary from 4 to 10, individual samples with pH values of 4,5,6,7,8,9 and 10 should appear
in the composite sample at least once during each sampling period. If the situation requires

Time of the year for sampling

ut

instantaneous analysis, more individual samples with little or no composting are collected.

Time of the year is of at most importance when there is a deadline for producing results. In stream

ol

studies, dealing with industrial waste treatment is concerned primarily with the critical condition
of pollution which generally exists when the environment is at its warmest & its stream flow
slowest, & the man made pollution greatest. But many studies must be undertaken in the spring &
autumn seasons due to stream conditions and man power problems. However, many times due to

us

the urgency of the problem or unusual conditions of pollution, the investigations may have to be
carried in any of the seasons. The objective of every stream analysis should however to be collect
the data during critical stream conditions of temperature, flow and pollution load. It may sometime
be necessary to project stream analysis to conditions which might obtain during future critical

vt

points. This is sometimes requiring even when a survey is made during the summer. Because the
intensity of the problem varies to some degree from year to year & even from one period of the
year to another.

Statistical handling of data
It is a well known fact that data can be manipulated to emphasize that aspect of the survey which
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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the analyst fill the most important. For this the engineer must have a working knowledge of
statistic and mathematics in order to convey this information in the best form to the layman.
The rate of flow during critical conditions is of importance to the industrial waste engineering. If
he incorporates the minimum flow ever recorded in the stream, he may end up with unrealistic

io
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evaluation. On the other hand the use of the mean summer or low flow value can be dangerous,
since lower than this often occurs. Therefore, some regulatory agencies make use of minimum of 7

days flow lightly to review once in 10 years as the criteria for designing wastewater treatment
facilities
Care of samples prior to analysis

All samples should be analyzed as soon as possible after collection. It could be advisable to

conduct on the river bank analysis whenever it is possible with modern portable testing equipment
available, there should be little reason for bringing samples back to the lab for every analysis.

However, it is impractical to carry out detail tests such as coliform counts, phenol concentrations

ut

& suspended solids quantity on the stream sides. All samples subject to physical, chemical &

biological change should be checked immediately & kept at a temperature from 0o - 10oC until
analysis are carried out. DO samples should be carried through the acidification stage on the

ol

stream site. Phenols samples should be preserved with copper sulphate. Plastic sample bottle
should be avoided when a reaction is possible between the constituents of the waste such as
organic solvents & plastic. Likewise, metal containers & caps should not be used to hold wastes.

us

Effect on streams and on sewage treatment plant
If the industrial waste water is discharged into streams, it causes depletion of DO of the stream.
This is due to the settlement of the suspended substances and subsequent decomposition of the

vt

same in anaerobic condition. The alkalinity and toxic substances like sulphides & chromium
affects the aquatic life and also interferes with the biological treatment processes. Some of the dyes
are also found to be toxic. The color often renders the water unfit for use for side. The presence of
sulphides makes the waste corrosive particularly to concrete structures. All treatment plants should
be planned giving serious consideration for the reduction of waste volume & strength, through
process of chemical substitution, chemical recovery & recycling of water. The pollutional load
Dept. of Civil Engg., vtusolution.in
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from a textile, mill is dealt with operations like segregation, neutralization, equalization, chemical
ppt, chemical oxidation & biological oxidation. Several chemicals are used to reduce the BOD by
chemical coagulation such as alum, ferric sulphate, ferrous sulphate & ferric chloride, lime or
H2So4 is used to adjust pH in this process. The dye waste may be economically treated by
biological methods prior equalization, neutralization & chemical oxidation.
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The industrial waste when discharged into sewer not only chokes the sewer due to the deposition
of solids but also reduces the cross section of the sewer arising out of the lime encrustature.

Chromium compounds in excess of 10-20mg disrupt the operation of the trickling filter. Sulphides

are also toxic to the micro organisms are removed along with the sludge. The sludge is dried over

sand drying beds and can be used as good manure. Chemical coagulation (Alum, ferric chloride,
and ferrous sulphate) with or without prior neutralization followed by biological treatment is
necessary for better quality of effluent.

EFFECTS OF INDUSTRIAL WASTE ON STREAMS

us

ol

ut

 Stream serves people in many ways
 Drinking
 Bathing
 Fishing
 Irrigation
 Navigation
 Recreation
 Power Generation,
and The carrying away of pollution

vt

 ―Biodegradable‖ has become a popular word. It is assumed that if something is
biodegradable, then disposal is not a problem.
 The improper disposal of biodegradable substances in streams became a cause of concern.
 The receiving waters were quickly polluted.
 Fish in the receiving waters died and
 The water had a very offensive odor.
 A stream must therefore be protected, so that it can serve the best interest of people using it.

The effects pollutants have on the water environment can be summarized in the following broad
categories:
(a) Physical effects — These include impact on clarity of the water and interference to oxygen
dissolution in it. Water clarity is affected by turbidity which may be caused by inorganic (Fixed
Dept. of Civil Engg., vtusolution.in
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Suspended Solids or FSS) and/or organic particulates suspended in the water (Volatile Suspended
Solids or VSS). The latter may undergo biodegradation and thereby also have oxidation effects.
Turbidity reduces light penetration and this reduces photosynthesis while the attendant loss in
clarity, among other things, would adversely affect the food gathering capacity of aquatic animals
because these may not be able to see their prey. Very fine particulates may also clog the gill
surfaces of fishes and thereby affecting respiration and eventually killing them. Settleable
particulates may accumulate on plant foliage and bed of the water body forming sludge layers
which would eventually smother benthic organisms. As the sludge layers accumulate, they may
eventually become sludge banks and if the material in these is organic then its decomposition
would give rise to malodours. In contrast to the settleable material, particulates lighter than water
eventually float to the surface and form a scum layer. The latter also interferes with the passage of
light and oxygen dissolution. Because of the former, these scum layers affect photosynthesis.
Discharge limits on wastewater or treated wastewater discharges typically have a value for TSS
such as 30 mg/L or 50 mg/L. Many industrial wastewaters contain oil and grease (O&G). While
some of the latter may be organic in nature, there are many which are mineral oils.
Notwithstanding their organic or mineral nature, both types cause interference at the air-water
interface and inhibit the transfer of oxygen. Apart from their interference to the transfer of oxygen
from atmosphere to water, the O&G (particularly the mineral oils) may also be inhibitory. Unlike
domestic sewage, industrial discharges can have temperatures substantially above ambient
temperatures. These raise the temperatures of the receiving water and reduce the solubility of
oxygen. Apart from this, rapid changes in temperature may result in thermal shock and this may be
lethal to the more sensitive species. Heat, however, does not always have a negative impact on
organisms as it may positively affect growth rates although there are limits here too since the
condition may favor certain species within the population more than others and over time
biodiversity may be negatively affected.

vt

us

ol

(b) Oxidation and residual dissolved oxygen — Water bodies have the capacity to oxygenate
themselves through dissolution of oxygen from the atmosphere and photosynthetic activity by
aquatic plants. Of the latter, algae often plays an important role. However, there is a finite capacity
to this re-oxygenation and if oxygen depletion, as a result of biological or chemical processes
induced by the presence of organic or inorganic substances which exert an oxygen demand (i.e. as
indicated by the BOD or COD), exceeded this capacity then the dissolved oxygen (DO) levels
would decline. The latter may eventually decline to such an extent that septic conditions occur. A
manifestation of such conditions would be the presence of malodours released by facultative and
anaerobic organisms. An example of this is the reduction of substances with combined oxygen
such as sulphates by facultative bacteria and resulting in the release of hydrogen sulphide. The
depletion of free oxygen would affect the survival of aerobic organisms. DO levels do not,
however, need to drop to zero before adverse impacts are felt. A decline to 3–4mg L−1, which still
means the water contains substantial quantities of oxygen, may already adversely affect higher
organisms like some species of fish. If inhibitory substances are also present, then the DO level at
which adverse effects may be felt can be even higher than before. The case of elevated water
temperatures due to warm discharges is somewhat different. The elevated temperatures can affect
metabolic rates positively (possibly twofold for each 100C rise in temperature) but elevated
temperatures also reduce the solubility of oxygen in water. This would mean increasing demand
for oxygen while its availability declines. Because of the impact of DO levels on aquatic life, much
importance has been placed on determining the BOD value of a discharge. Typical BOD5 limits
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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set are values such as 20 and 50mg/L.
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(c) Inhibition or toxicity and persistence — These effects may be caused by organic or inorganic
substances and can be acute or chronic. Examples of these include the pesticides and heavy metals
mentioned in the preceding section. Many industrial wastewaters do contain such potentially
inhibitory or toxic substances. The presence of such substances in an ecosystem may bias a
population towards members of the community which are more tolerant to the substances while
eliminating those which are less tolerant and resulting in a loss of biodiversity. For similar reasons,
an awareness of the impact such substances have on biological systems is not only relevant in
terms of protection of the environment but is of no less importance in terms of their impact on the
biological systems used to treat industrial wastewaters. Even successful treatment of such a
wastewater may not necessarily mean that the potability of water in a receiving water body would
not be affected. For example small quantities of residual phenol in water can react with chlorine
during the potable water treatment process giving rise to chloro-phenols which can cause
objectionable tastes and odors in the treated water. Apart from the organic pollutants which are
potentially inhibitory or toxic, there are those which are resistant to biological degradation. Such
persistent compounds can be bio-accumulated in organisms resulting in concentrations in tissues
being significantly higher than concentrations in the environment and thereby making these
organisms unsuitable as prey/food for organisms (including Man) higher up the food chain. While
some organic compounds may be persistent, metals are practically non-degradable in the
environment.

vt

us

ol

ut

(d) Eutrophication—The discharge of nitrogenous and phosphorous compounds into receiving
water bodies may alter their fertility. Enhanced fertility can lead to excessive plant growth. The
latter may include algal growth. The subsequent impact of such growth on a water body can
include increased turbidity, oxygen depletion, and toxicity issues. Algal growth in unpolluted
water bodies is usually limited because the water is nutrient limiting. While nutrients would
include marco-nutrients like nitrogen, phosphorous, and carbon, and micro-nutrients like cobalt,
manganese, calcium, potassium, magnesium, copper, and iron which are required only in very
small quantities, the focus in concerns over eutrophication would be on phosphorous and nitrogen
as quantities of the other nutrients in the natural environment are often inherently adequate. In
freshwaters the limiting nutrient is usually phosphorous while in estuarine and marine waters it
would be nitrogen. Treatment of industrial wastewater (or domestic sewage for that matter) can
then target the removal of either phosphorous or nitrogen, depending on the receiving water body,
to ensure that the nutrient limiting condition is maintained. Given the litoral nature of many
nations in Asia, removal of nitrogen would likely be necessary if the wastewater contained
excessive quantities. When the nutrient limiting condition is no longer present in the water body,
and when other conditions such as ambient temperature are appropriate, excessive algal growth or
algal blooms (e.g. the red tide) may occur. Apart from aesthetic issues, such algal blooms may
affect the productivity of the fisheries in the locale. It should be noted that not all industrial
wastewaters contain excessive quantities of nutrients, macro and micro. This deficiency, if there is,
results in process instability and/or the proliferation of inappropriate microbial species during
biological treatment of the wastewaters. Bulking sludge is a manifestation of such an occurrence.
To address this deficiency, nutrients supplementation is required. The quantities used should be
carefully regulated so that an excessive nutrients condition is not inadvertently created and these
excess nutrients subsequently discharged with the treated effluent. In terms of BOD:N:P, the
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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optimal ratio for biotreatment is often taken as 100:5:1 while the minimum acceptable condition
can be 150:5:1.
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(e) Pathogenic effects — Pathogens are disease-causing organisms and an infection occurs when
these organisms gain entry into a host (e.g. man or an animal) and multiply therein. These
pathogens include bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and helminthes. While domestic and medical related
wastewaters may typically be linked to such micro-organisms (and especially the bacteria and
viruses), industrial wastewaters are not typically associated with this category of effects. The
exception to this is wastewaters associated with the sectors in the agro-industry dealing with
animals. The concern here would be the presence of such organisms in the wastewater which is
discharged into a receiving water body and diseases, if any, are then transmitted through the water.
While many of these organisms can be satisfactorily addressed with adequate disinfection of the
treated effluent and raw potable water supplies during the water treatment process, there are those
which cannot be dealt with so easily. Two examples of such organisms, Cryptosporidum and
Giardia, belong to the protozoa family. The difficulty is that the infected host does not necessarily
shed the organism but is likely also to shed its eggs or oocysts. The latter can unfortunately be
resistant to the usual disinfection processes. An outbreak of cryptosporidiosis, a gastrointestinal
disease, would result in the hosts suffering from diarrhea, abdominal pain, nausea, and vomiting.
With the above effects in view, industrial wastewater treatment would typically be required to
address at least the following parameters:

us

ol

ut

(a) Suspended solids (SS);
(b) Temperature;
(c) Oil and grease (O&G);
(d) Organic content in terms of biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) or chemical
oxygen demand (COD);
(e) pH;
(f) Specific metals and/or specific organic compounds;
(g) Nitrogen and/or phosphorus;
(h) Indicator micro-organisms (e.g. E. Coli) or specific micro-organisms.
ON MUNICIPAL SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT

vt

On some occasions industrial wastewaters are discharged into a sewerage system serving
commercial and residential premises. Such a combination of wastewater streams is known as
municipal wastewater and the quality of such a mixture of wastewaters can vary depending on the
proportion of industrial wastewaters in it and the type of industries contributing the industrial
wastewater streams. Usually the domestic and commercial components in municipal wastewater
can be expected to provide some buffering in terms of the characteristics of the combined flow.
This is then expected to enable the combined wastewater to be treated easily compared to the
treatment of the industrial wastewater on its own. However, even where the option of discharging
into a sewerage system is available, some degree of pretreatment is frequently required at the
factory before such discharge is permitted. Such pretreatment may include pH adjustment to 6–9
and BOD5 reduction to 400 mg/L. This is to protect the receiving sewers from corrosion and also
protect the performance of the receiving treatment plant from an organic substrate overload.
Dept. of Civil Engg.,
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ISI Tolerance limits for the Sewage and Industrial Effluents and that of Inland Surface
water
Characteristics

Sewage discharged into

Surface water

surfacewaster
BOD5, mg/L

Industrial effluents discharged into
30

20

500

250

pH
30

TSS, mg/L
Temperature, oC
Oil and grease, mg/L
Phenolic compounds,
mg/L
Cyanides, mg/L
Sulphides, mg/L

io
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COD, mg/L

Public sewer

5.5-9.0

5.5-9.0

100
40

600
45

10
1

100
5

0.2

2.0

2
2

Total residual chlorine,
mg/L

1

ol

Cadmium, mg/L

ut

Fluorides, mg/L

2

0.1

2.0

Copper, mg/L

3

3

Mercury, mg/L

0.01

Nickel, mg/L

3

Selenium, mg/L

0.05

Zinc, mg/L

5

us

Chromium, mg/L

vt

Chloride, mg/L

Radioactive materials a
emitter, pc/ml
B emitter, pc/ml

2
15
600

10-7

10-9

10-6

10-8
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EFFLUENT AND STREAM STANDARDS
STREAM PROTECTION MEASURES
 Methods of maintaining a stream
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 Effluent Standards
 Stream Standards

 Effluent Standard: The Quality Standards established by the waste that has been processed
from these units.
 Stream Standard: The Standard Quality established in accordance with the designation of
water bodies
EFFLUENT STANDARDS

ol

ut

Effluent standards pertain to the quality of the discharge water itself. They are based on economics
than on absolute protection of the stream
Easy to control
Detailed stream analysis are not required
They do not establish an overall level of pollutant loading for a given water body
Ratio of wastewater to stream flow are not considered
Treatment is obligatory irrespective of the size of industry
For effective protection of an overloaded stream, the effluent standards are required to be
upgraded
Large industries have an edge over small industry
EFFLUENT DISPOSAL STANDARDS

CHARACTERISTICS

us

S. No

STREAM CLASSIFICATION
B

C

D

E

1

Dissolved Oxygen mg/l (Min)

6

5

4

4

-

vt

A

2

Biological Oxygen Demand mg/l(Max)

2

3

3

-

-

3

Total Colliform Organism MPN/100ml

50

500

5000

4

Total Dissolved Solids mg/l (Max)

500

-

1500

-

2100

5

Chlorides (as Cl.mg/l (Max.)

250

-

600

-

600
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STREAM STANDARDS
 Stream standards refer to the quality of the receiving water downstream from the origin of
the wastewater discharge
 They are based on establishing classification of quality for a stream

io
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 The quality of the receiving water is regulated to maintain established stream classification
 Prevention of excessive pollution/ Loading is limited to what the stream can assimilate
 No consideration of type and location of industry

 Allows public to establish goals for present and future water quality

ut

 Confusion of zone of different classification
 Controversy over proportion of stream to be reserved for future usage (municipal,
industrial, agriculture etc.)
 Opposition from industry/ public to change the established classification
 A detailed stream analysis is required to determine the level of wastewater treatment
required to maintain the health of the ecosystem
 Cost of treatment may affect the survival of industry
STREAM CLASSIFICATION IN INDIA

Drinking Water Source without conventional treatment after disinfection

us

A

DESIGNATED BEST USE

ol

CLASS OF
STREAM

Outdoor bathing (organised)

C

Drinking Water with conventional treatment followed by disinfection

D

Propagation of wild life-fisheries

E

Irrigation, industrial cooling controlled waste water disposal

vt

B

 Source: CPCB 1979
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Legislation to control water pollution
After the Stockholm conference on Human Environment on June, 1972, it was considered
appropriate to have uniform law all over country for broad Environment problems endangering the
health and safety of our people as well as of our flora and fauna. The Water (Prevention & Control
of Pollution) Act, 1974 is the first enactment by the Parliament in this direction. This is also the

io
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first specific and comprehensive legislation institutionalizing simultaneously the regulatory
agencies for controlling water pollution. The Pollution Control Board at the Centre and in the State
came into being in terms of this Act.

According to the Article 51 A (g) it is the fundamental duty of every citizen of India to protect and

improve the natural environment included Forest, Lakes, Rivers and Wildlife and to have
compassion for living creatures.

Water Act is enacted with the aim of prevention and control of Water Pollution in India. Pollution

ut

means contamination of water or such alteration of the Physical, Chemical or Biological properties
of water or such discharge of any sewage or trade effluent or of any other liquid, gas and Solid
substance into water (whether directly or indirectly) as may be the case or is likely to create

nuisance or render such water harmful or injurious to public health or safety or to domestic,

ol

commercial, industrial, agricultural or other legitimate uses, or to the life and health of animals or
plant or of aquatic organizations.

us

Trade effluent includes any liquid or solid substance which is discharged from any premises used
for carrying on any industry operation or process or treatment and disposal system, other domestic
sewage.

vt

Basically, there are seven Pollution regulations.
1. The Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1974, and its amendments;
2. The Water (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1974 and its amendments;
3. The Air (Prevention & Control of Pollution) Act, 1981 and its amendments;
4. The Environment (Prevention) Act, 1986 and its amendments,
(a) National Environmental Tribunal Act of 1995 and
Dept. of Civil Engg., vtusolution.in
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(b) National Environmental Appellate Authority Act of 1997;
5. Hazardous Waste (Management and Handling) Rules, July 1989 and
6. The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991.
The Public Liability Insurance Act 1991 has been included as the sixth environmental regulation

io
n.
in

because it is the first regulation which gives some teeth to the other five pollution regulations listed

vt

us

ol

ut

above.
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UNIT - 2
Stream quality and its self purification process
The self purification of natural water systems is a complex process that often involves physical,
chemical, and biological processes working simultaneously. The amount of dissolved Oxygen

io
n.
in

(DO) in water is one of the most commonly used indicators of a river health. As DO drops
below 4 or 5 mg/L the forms of life that can survive begin to be reduced. A minimum of about
2.0 mg/L of dissolved oxygen is required to maintain higher life forms. A number of factors

affect the amount of DO available in a river. Oxygen demanding wastes remove DO; plants add
DO during day but remove it at night; respiration of organisms removes oxygen. In summer,
rising temperature reduces solubility of oxygen, while lower flows reduce the rate at which

oxygen enters the water from atmosphere. When sewage of concentration Cs flow at a rate Qs
into a river stream will concentration Cr flowing at a rate QR the concentration C of the

ut

resulting mixture is given by

ol

This equation is applicable separately to concentration of different impurities, such as oxygen
content, BOD, suspended sediments & other characteristic contents of the sewage.
Factors Affecting Self Purification

us

a. Dilution

When sufficient dilution water is available in the receiving water body, where the wastewater is
discharged, the DO level in the receiving stream may not reach to zero or critical DO due to
availability of sufficient DO initially in the river water before receiving discharge of wastewater

vt

b. Sedimentation

The settable solids, if present in effluents will settle down into the bed of the river, near the outfall
of the sewage, thus helping in the self purification process.
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c. Sunlight
The sunlight has a bleaching & stabilizing effect on bacteria. It also helps to derive chlorophyll
containing micro -organisms to derive energy from it & convert themselves into food for other
forms of life. Thus absorbing CO2 & releasing oxygen by process known as photosynthesis. The
release (evolution) of oxygen in river water due to sunlight will help in achieving self purification

io
n.
in

through oxidation
d. Oxidation

The oxidation of the organic matter present in sewage effluence will start as soon as the sewage
outfalls into the river water containing dissolved oxygen. The deficiency of oxygen so created will
be filled up by the atmospheric oxygen. The process of oxidation will continue till the organic

matter has completely oxidized. This is the most important action responsible for effecting self
purification.
e. Reduction

ut

Reduction occurs due to hydrolysis organic matter settled at the bottom either chemically or

biologically. Anaerobic bacteria will help in splitting the composition of organic constituents of
sewage into liquid & gases & thus paving the way for their ultimate stabilization.

ol

Factors on which these natural forces of purification depends
a) Temperature

us

b) Turbulence

c) Hydrographs such as velocity , surface expands of the river
d) Available dissolved oxygen & the amount & the type of organic matter present.
e) Rate of reaeration etc.

vt

a) Temperature

Besides affecting the dilution & sedimentation rates, the temperature also affects the rate
of biological & chemical activities which are enhanced at higher temperature & depressed
at lower temperatures. The dissolved oxygen content of water, which is very essential for
maintaining aquatic life & aerobic conditions, is also influenced by temperature. At higher
temperature the capacity to maintain the DO concentration is low, while the rate of
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biological & chemical activities are high, causing rapid depilation of DO. This is likely to
lead to anaerobic conditions, when the pollution due to participle organic matter is heavy.
b) Turbulence
Turbulence in the body of water helps in breaking the surface of the stream or lake & helps

io
n.
in

in rapid recreation from the atmosphere. Thus it helps in maintaining aerobic conditions in

the river stream & in keeping it clear. Too much of turbulence, however is not desirable
because it scours the bottom sediment, increases the turbidity and retards photosynthesis
process (such as algal growth which is useful in reaeration process.
c) Hydrography

The hydrography affects the velocity and surface expanses of the river stream .High
velocities cause turbulence and rapid reaeration, while large surface expands (for the same

ut

cubic contents) will also have the same effects.
d) Amount & type of organic matter

The amount & the organic matter & biological growth present in water will also affect the
rate of self purification. Algae which absorbs CO2 & gives out oxygen is thus very helpful

ol

in the self purification process.
e) Rate of reaeration

us

That is the rate at which DO Deficiency is replenished will considerably govern the self
purification & there will be no chances of development of anaerobic conditions.

The effect of wastewater on the water environment may be physical, chemical and biological.
Physical effect includes increase in turbidity and suspended solids, addition of color, taste and odor

vt

producing substances, and formation of sludge banks on the beds and sides of the water bodies.
Industrial wastes such as cooling waters from power stations, dyeing and printing wastes from
textile industry, spent wash from alcohol distilleries etc raise the temperature of water in the
receiving body and reduce the DO content in it. These conditions impart an aesthetically
unacceptable appearance to the water, create an environment unsuitable for aquatic creatures such
as fish, render it difficult to treat, and initiate the chain of chemical and biological effects.
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Chemical effects include a drastic change in the pH value of the receiving water due to a discharge
of acidic wastes such as mine drainages or alkaline wastes such as textile wastes. High chlorides
renders the water unacceptable as a source of drinking water, high sulphates, under favorable
circumstances tend to form hydrogen sulphide and produce malodorous condition, nitrates and
phosphates encourage algal and other aquatic growths, toxic and inhibitory substances either wipe

io
n.
in

out the aquatic life or severely limit its growth and reduce the available DO in the water. The DO
may even become zero in the presence of a slag of oxygen-demanding wastewater.

Biological effects due to industrial wastes alone are not very serious because many of them do not
contain pathogenic organisms that are present in domestic sewage. When industrial wastes are

discharged in combination with domestic sewage, biological effects become significant although a
large number of micro-organisms in the sewage are killed by unfavourable environmental

conditions in the industrial waste. The physical and chemical effects have an adverse effect on the

aquatic life, turbidity and suspended solids, along with color, cut-off penetration of sunlight into the

ut

water and reduce photosynthetic activity. Suspended solids can choke the gills of fish and kill them.

Organic suspended solids settle to the bottom of the receiving body of water and in the presence of
micro-organisms, decompose anaerobically. The products of anaerobic decomposition gradually
diffuse to the upper layers of water and add to the total oxygen demand. Anions such as chlorides,

ol

sulphates add to the total dissolved solids content of the water and interfere with the metabolic
process of micro-organisms. Nitrates and phosphates encourage enormous algal growth in the

us

water.

Dissolved Oxygen sag curve and streeter phelps formulation
The oxygen deficit (D) at the time in a polluted river stream is the difference between the actual DO

vt

content of water at that time and the saturation DO content. (Saturation DO means the amount of
DO which will be present in water if it is fully saturated with oxygen. The normal saturation DO
value for fresh water varies between 7.6mg/l to 14.6mg/l for temperature varying between 00 to
300C) at the water temperature.

Oxygen deficit (D) = Saturation DO - Actual DO
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In order to maintain clean condition in a river stream, the oxygen deficit must be will & this can be
found out by knowing the rates of deoxygenation & reoxygenation.
Curve I - Deoxygenation curve or curve showing depletion of DO in the absence of aeration.

io
n.
in

Curve II - Reoxygenation curve (DO content supplied)
Curve III - Oxygen sag curve or oxygen deficit curve (Actual DO Content or oxygen is balance)

Point of oxygen demanding waste discharge

Saturation DO

100

Oxygen Sag Curve

ut

Reoxygenation Curve

Critical point

ol

Deoxygenation Curve

us

Tim e of flow in stream, t, days

Deoxygenation curve

vt

In a polluted stream DO content goes on reducing due to decomposition of organic matter. The rate
of deoxygenation depends upon the amount of the organic matter remaining to be oxidized at a
given time and as well as on the temperature of the reaction. Hence at a given temperature , the
curve showing depletion of DO with time i.e deoxygenation curve is similar to the Ist stage BOD
curve.

Reoxygenation curve
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In order to counter balance the consumption of DO due to deoxygenation atmosphere supplies
oxygen to water and the process is called reoxygenation. The rate at which the oxygen is supplied
by the atmosphere to the polluted water depends upon
a) The depth of the receiving water ( rate is more in a shallow depth)
quiescent pond)

io
n.
in

b) The condition of the body of the water ( rate is more in a running stream than in a
c) The saturation deficit or the oxygen deficit (ie. the deficit of DO below the saturation
value) and
d) The temperature of water.

Depending upon these factors, the rate of reoxygenation can also be expressed

mathematically and plotted in the form of the curve called reoxygenation curve.
Oxygen Deficit curve (oxygen sag curve)

ut

In a running polluted stream exposed to the atmosphere, the deoxygenation as well as
reoxygenation go hand in hand. If the deoxygenation is more rapid than the reoxygenation, as
oxygen deficit results.

ol

The amount of resultant oxygen deficit can be obtained by adding the deoxygenation &
reoxygenation curves. The resultant curve so obtained is called the oxygen sag curve or the oxygen
deficit curve. From this curve, the oxygen deficit and oxygen balance isn’t he stream after a certain

us

elapse of time can be find out.

It can also be seen that when the deoxygenation rate exceeds the reoxygenation rate, the oxygen sag
curve shows increase in deficit of oxygen , but when both the rates become equal , the critical point
is reached and then finally when the rate of deoxygenation fall below of reoxygenation, the oxygen

vt

deficit goes on decreasing till it becomes zero.
The entire analysis of super imposing the rates of deoxygenation & reoxygenation have been
carried out mathematically the obtains results expresses in the form of the famous streeter - phelps

equation.
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Mathematical analysis of Oxygen Sag Curve: Streeter - Phelps equation
The analysis of oxygen sag curve can be easily done by superimposing the rates of deoxygenation
and reoxygenation as suggested by the Streeter - Phelps analysis. The rate of change in the DO

vt

us

ol

ut

io
n.
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deficit is the sum of the two reactions as explained below:

This is Streeter-Phelps oxygen sag equation
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Note: Deoxygenation and reoxygenation occurs simultaneously. After critical point, the rate of
re-aeration is greater than the deoxygenation and after some distance the DO will reach to original
level and stream will not have any effect due to addition of wastewater. At time t=0 at x
=0
Determination of Critical DO deficit (Dc) and distance Xc

io
n.
in

The value of Dc can be obtained by putting dDt/dt = 0 in equation 3,
Hence,

Where, tc is time required to reach the critical point.

The value of tc can be obtained by differentiating equation 4 (or 5) with respect to t and setting

ut

dDt/dt = 0

us

ol

Therefore,

The distance Xc is given by Xc = tc . u

vt

Where, u = velocity of flow in the stream
The deoxygenation constant K, is obtained by laboratory test or field tests, and varies with

temperature as given below:
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Where, θ varies with the temperature = 1.056 in general or 1.047 for 20oC to 30oC temperature, and
1.135 for 4oC to 20oC
K = 0.1 to 0.3 for municipal sewage, base 10, (0.23 to 0.70 for base e)

Where, R’/R = 2.303

io
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The reoxygenation constant R also varies with the temperature and can be expressed as:

R = 0.15 to 0.20 for low velocity large stream = 0.20 to 0.30 for normal velocity large stream
= 0.10 to 0.15 for lakes and sluggish stream
Example

A city discharges 20000 m3/day of sewage into a river whose rate of flow is 0.7 m3/sec. Determine

vt

us

ol

ut

D.O. deficit profile for 100 km from the following data:
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UNIT - 3
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ol

ut

TREATMENT METHOD I
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Volume reduction
In general the first step in minimizing the effects of industrial wastes on relieving streams and
treatment plants is to reduce the volume of such wastes. This may be accomplished by
Classification of wastes

ii)

Conservation of wastewater

iii)

Change in production to decrease wastes.

iv)

Re- using both industrial & municipal effluent as raw water supplies.

io
n.
in

i)

Classification of wastes

If wastes are classified so that manufacturing process waters are separated from cooling waters,
the volume of water requiring intensive treatment may be reduced considerably. Sometimes it

is possible to classify & separate the process waters themselves, so that only the most polluted
once are treated & the relatively uncontaminated are discharge without treatment.

ut

The 3 main classes of wastes are
a) Wastes from manufacturing process

These include waters used in forming paper, discharge from plating solutions in metal

ol

fabrication those discharge from washing of milk cans in dairy plants etc.
b) Waters used as cooling agents in industrial process

us

The volume of these wastes varies from one industry to another. Although cooling water
can be become contaminated by small leaks, corrosion products or the effect of heat, these
wastes containment little , if any organic matter & are classed as non pollution.

c) Wastes from sanitary uses

vt

The volume depends on many factors including size of the plant, amount of waste produce
materials washed from the floors & the degree of cleanliness require & number of workers in the
unit.

Unfortunately, in most old plants process, cooling & sanitary waste water are mixed in one pipeline
& many industries are paying little attention to segregating wastes to avoid stream pollution.
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Conservation of waste water
Water conserve is water saved. Conservation begins when an industry changes from an open to a
closed system. For example, a paper mill which recycles while water (water passing through a wire
screen upon which paper is formed) & thus reduces the volume of waste waters it uses, is practicing

io
n.
in

water conservation.
Concentrated recycled wastewater is often treated at the end of their period of usefulness, since
usually it is impractical & uneconomical to treat the waste waters as a complete each cycle. The
savings are twofold i.e., both water cost & waste treatment cost are lowered.

One large textile mill reduced its water consumption by 50 % during a municipal water shortage,
without any drop in production. It was observed that despite the savings to the mill, water usage

returned to its original level one the shortage was over. This further illustrates the cheapness of
water in the public mind.

Steel mills reuse cooling water to quench & coal processors reuse water to remove dirt & other non

ut

combustible materials from coal.

Introduction of conservation practices requires a complete engineering survey of existing water
views & an inventory of all plant operations using water & producing wastes, so as to develop an

ol

accurate balance for peak & average operating conditions.
Change in production to decrease wastes

us

This is an effective method of controlling the volume of wastes but at the same time it is very hard
to persuade the industry to change their operations just to eliminate wastes as this may involve
additional costs. However, the engineer can point out that reduction in the amount of sodium
sulphite sued in dyeing, sodium cyanide used in plating and other chemical used directly in

vt

production has resulted in both reduction of wastes & saving of money.
Several other measures that can be used to reduce wastes include improved process control,
improved equipment design, use of different or better quality raw materials, good housekeeping &
preventive maintenance.
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Reusing both industrial & municipal effluents as raw water supplies
Practiced mainly in areas where water is scarce and/or expensive, this is proving a popular and
economical method of conservation: of all the sources of water available to Industry, Sewage plant
effluent is the most reliable at all seasons of the year and the only one that is actually increasing in
quantity and improving in quality.

io
n.
in

Many industries and cities hesitate to reuse effluents for raw water supply. Certain technical

problems such as hardness, color and aesthetic reluctance to accept the effluents as a potential
source of water for any purpose. Also treatment plants are subject to shutdown and sudden
discharges, both of which may make the supply undependable or of variable quality. However, as

the cost of importing a raw water supply increase, it would seem logical to re-use Waste- treatment
plant effluents to increase the present water supply by replenishing the ground water. The
ever-available treatment plant effluent can produce a low cost steady water source through ground

water recharge. Re-use of sewage effluent will reduce the quantity of pollution discharged by the
municipality

ut

Elimination of Batch or Slug Discharge of Process Wastes

If the waste is discharged in a short period of time, it is usually referred to as a slug discharge. This
type of waste, because of its concentrated contaminants and/or surge in volume, can be troublesome

ol

to both treatment plants and receiving streams.

There are at least two methods of reducing the effects of these discharges:
1. The-manufacturing firm alters its practice so as to increase the frequency and lessen the

us

magnitude of Batch discharges.

2. Slug Wastes are retained in holding basins from which they are allowed to Flow
continuously and uniformly over an extended (usually 24-hour) period.

Strength Reduction

vt

Waste Strength reduction is the second major objective for an industrial plant concerned with waste
treatment. The strength of wastes may be reduced by
1. Process Changes
2. Equipment Modifications
3. Segregation of Wastes
4. Equalization of Wastes
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5. By-Product Recovery
6. Proportioning of Wastes and
7. Monitoring Waste Streams
Process Changes

io
n.
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In reducing the strength of wastes through process changes, the sanitary engineer is concerned with
wastes that are most troublesome from a pollution standpoint.
Equipment Modification

Changes in equipment can effect a reduction in the strength of the waste, usually by reducing the
amounts of contaminants entering the waste stream. An outstanding example of waste strength

reduction occurred in the dairy industry. The new cans were constructed with smooth necks so that
they could be drained faster and more completely. This prevented a large amount of milk waste

Segregation of Wastes

ut

from entering streams and sewage plants.

Segregation of Wastes reduces the strength and/or the difficulty of treating the final waste from
industrial plant. It usually results in two wastes: one strong and small in volume and the other

ol

weaker with almost the same volume as the original unsegregated waste. The small- volume strong
waste can then be handled with methods specific to the problem it presents. In terms of volume
reduction alone, segregation of cooling waters and storm waters from process waste will mean a

us

saving in the size of the final treatment plant.
Equalization of Wastes

Plants, which have many products, from a diversity of processes, prefer to equalize their wastes.

vt

This requires holding wastes for a certain period of time, depending on the time taken for the
repetitive process in the plant. For example, if a manufactured item requires a series of operations
that take eight hours, the plant needs an equalization basin designed to hold the wastes for that eight
hours period. The effluent from an equalization basin is much more consistent in its characteristics
than each separate influent to that same basin.
Stabilization of pH and B.O.D and settling of Solids and Heavy Metals are among the objectives of
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equalization. Stable effluents are treated more easily and efficiently, than unstable ones by
industrial and municipal treatment plants.
By-Product Recovery

io
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All wastes contain by products, the exhausted materials used in the process. Since some wastes are
very difficult to treat at low cost, it is advisable for the Industrial Management concerned to

consider the possibility of building a recovery plant which will produce a Marketable By-Product
and at the same time solve a troublesome wastes problem.
Proportioning Wastes

By Proportioning its discharge of concentrated wastes into the main sewer a plant can often reduce

the strength of its total waste to the point where it will need a minimum of final treatment or will
cause the least damage to the stream or treatment plant.

ut

It may prove less costly to proportion one small but concentrated waste into the main flow.

According to the rate of the main flow, than to equalize the entire waste of the plant in order to

ol

reduce the strength
Monitoring Waste Streams

Accidental spills are often the sole cause of stream pollution or malfunctioning of treatment plants

us

and these can be controlled, and often eliminated completely, if all significant sources of wastes are
monitored.

Neutralization

Excessively acidic or alkaline wastes should not be discharged without treatment into a receiving

vt

stream. A stream is adversely affected by low or high pH values. This adverse condition is even
more critical when sudden sludge of acids or alkalis are imposed upon the stream.

Acceptable Methods of Neutralization
1. Mixing wastes so that the net effect is a neutral pH.
2. Passing acid wastes through beds of limestone.
3. Mixing acid wastes with lime slurries.
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4. Adding the proper proportions of concentrated solutions of caustic soda (NaOH) or soda
ash (Na2CO3) to acid wastes.
5. Adding compressed CO2 to alkaline wastes.
6. Adding sulfuric acid to alkaline wastes.
The material and method used should be selected on the basis of the overall cost, since material

io
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costs vary widely and equipment for utilizing various agents will differ with the method selected.
The volume, kind and quality of acid or alkali to be neutralized are also factors in deciding which
neutralizing agent to use.
Equalization

Equalization is a method of retaining wastes in a basin so that the effluent discharged is fairly
uniform in its characteristics (pH, color, turbidity, alkalinity, B.O.D etc). A secondary but

significant effect is that of lowering the concentration of effluent contaminants. A retention pond
serves to level out the effects of peak loadings on the plant while substantially lowering the B.O.D

ut

and suspended solids load to the aeration unit.

Air is sometimes injected into these basins to provide:
1. Better mixing

2. Chemical oxidation of reduced compounds

ol

3. Some degree of biological oxidation

4. Agitation to prevent suspended solids from settling.
The size and shape of the basins vary with the quantity of waste and the pattern of its discharge from

us

the industry. The capacity should be adequate to hold and render homogeneous, all the wastes from
the plant. Almost all industrial plants operate on a cycle basis; thus if the cycle of operations is
repeated for every two hours, an equalization tank which can hold a two -hour flow will usually be
sufficient.

vt

The mere holding of waste, however is not sufficient to equalizing it. Each unit volume of waste
discharged must be adequately mixed with other unit volumes of waste discharged many hours
previously.

This mixing may be brought about in the following ways:
1. Proper distribution and baffling
2. Mechanical agitation
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3. Aeration and
5. Combination of all three.
Proportioning
Proportioning means the discharge of industrial wastes in proportion to the flow of municipal

io
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sewage in the sewers or to the stream flow in the receiving river. In most case sit is possible to

combine equalization and proportion in the same basin. The effluent from the equalization basin is
metered into the sewer or stream according to a predetermined schedule. The objective of
proportioning in sewers is to keep constant the percentage of industrial wastes to domestic sewage
flow entering the municipal sewage plant.
This procedure has several purposes:

1. To protect municipal sewage treatment using chemicals from being impaired by a sudden
overdose of chemicals contained in the industrial waste.

2. To protect biological treatment devices from strong loads of industrial wastes which may

ut

inactivate the bacteria

3. To minimize fluctuations of sanitary standards in the treated effluent
4. The rate of flow of industrial waste varies from instant to instant, as does the flow of
domestic sewage system. Therefore the industrial waste must be equalized and retained,

ol

then proportioned to the sewer or stream according to the volume of domestic sewage or

vt

us

stream flow
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UNIT-4
TREATMENT METHOD II
Removal of suspended solids and inorganic suspended solids
There are three methods for the removal of suspended solids, which are as follows

io
n.
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1. Screening.
2. Flotation
3. Sedimentatio
Screening

Screening of industrial wastes is generally practiced on waste containing larger suspended solids of
variable sizes. For e.g from canneries, pulp and paper mills, or poultry processing plants. It is an

economical and effective means of rapid separation of these larger suspended solids from the

remaining waste material. In many cases screening alone will reduce the suspended solids to a low
enough concentration to be acceptable for discharge into a municipal sewer or a nearby stream.

Screens are available in sizes ranging from coarse (10 or 20 mesh) to fine (120 to 320). In the

ut

industry, generally two types of screens are used
North Screen

ii)

Sweco Screen

North screen

ol

i)

They are generally rotary, self-cleaning gravity-type, units. It has been used successfully in treating
wastes from meat-packing, grain-washing, tanning, making, woolen and sea food plants.

us

Sweco screen

They are circular, vibratory screens. They have been quite effectively used for screening wastes
from food-packing processes such as meat and poultry packing or fruit and vegetable canning.

vt

Floatation

The floatation process consists of creation of air bubbles in the waste body or tank by introducing
air to the system. These air bubbles increase the buoyancy of the finer particles which could be
easily lifted by skimming (i.e. the process of removing floating grease or scum from the surface of
the effluent in a tank).
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Advantages of floatation as wastewater process
i) Grease, and light solids rising to the tops and grit and heavy solids settling to the bottom are all
removed in one unit.
ii) Odor nuisance are minimized, because of short detention period.
iii) High overflow rates and short detention periods means smaller tank sizes, resulting in

Disadvantages of floatation

io
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decreased space requirements and possible saving in construction costs

i) The additional equipment required results in higher operating costs.

ii) Floatation units generally do not give as effective treatment as gravity settling units, although
the efficiency varies with the waste.

iii) More skilled maintenance is required for a flotation unit than for a gravity settling unit.

ut

Sedimentation

Sedimentation processes are very effective in removing suspended solids in industrial wastewater.
The efficiency of sedimentation tank depends, in general on the following factors:
* Detention periods.
* Tank design.
* Particle size.

ol

* Wastewater characteristics

us

* Velocity & density of particles.

The clarifiers/tanks either rectangular or circular in shape are most commonly used in the
application of sedimentation in wastewater treatment. The design of the clarifiers are based on
several factors, which are as follows

vt

* Influent TSS concentration.

* Effluent TSS concentration.
* Surface loading
* Detention time.

* Sludge generation
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Removal of colloidal solids
A colloids particle is extremely small size (1-200 mill microns). These particles do not settle out on
standing and cannot be removed by conventional physical treatment processes. Colloids are often
responsible for a relatively high percentage of the color, turbidity, and BOD of certain industrial
wastes. Thus it is important to remove colloids from wastewater before they can reach into streams.
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Colloids exhibit Brownian movement that is the continuous, random movement of tiny solid

particles in liquids or gases. This is caused by the impact of moving liquid or gas molecules pushing
at the solid particles from all the side. They are essentially non-settleable because of their charge,
small size and low particle weight. They are dialyzable through semipermeable membrane.
Colloidal particle are generally electrical charged with respect to their surroundings. An electric

current passing through a colloidal system causes the positive charges to migrate to the cathode and

the negative one to the anode. Colloids exhibit Tyndall effect; that is the scattering of light from
very small particles, as seen when a beam of sunlight passes through a dirty atmosphere. This gives

Chemical Coagulation

ut

bluish light. True solution shows no Tyndall effect, where as colloidal solutions do.

This is a process of destabilizing colloids, aggregating them and binding them together for
sedimentation. It involves the formation of chemical floes that absorb, entrap, or otherwise bring

ol

together, suspended matter that is so finally divided as to be colloidal. The chemicals most
commonly used are: alum [Al2(SO4)3. 18H2O], copperas, [FeSO4 . 7H2O], Ferric Sulfate,
[Fe2(SO4)3, Ferric Chloride. FeCl3 and chlorinated copper as a mixture of ferric sulfate and

us

chloride. Aluminum sulfate appears to be more effective in coagulating carbonaceous wastes, while
iron sulfates are more effective when a considerable quantity of proteins is present in the wastes
Coagulation by Neutralization of the Electrical Charges

vt

This can be performed by:

i) Lowering of the zeta potential of the colloids. Zeta potential is the difference in electrical charge
existing between the stable colloid and the dispersing medium ii) Neutralizing the colloidal charge
by flooding the medium with an excess of oppositively charged ions usually hydrous oxide colloids
formed by reaction of the coagulant with ions in the water.
In this process, the coagulant colloids also become destabilized by the reaction with oppositely
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charged colloids and produce hydrous oxide, which is a floc-forming material.
From the stand point of electrical charges, there are two predominant types of colloid in
wastewaters
I) Colloids naturally present, including several proteins, starch, hemicellulose, polypeptides and
other substances, all posses negative charge ( mostly Lyophilic in nature ).
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II) Colloids artificially produced by coagulants usually the hydroxides of iron and aluminum
(mostly lyophobic in nature) are mainly positively charged ions.

The charge en colloidal particle is due mainly to the preferential adsorption of ions (H+ or OH")

from the dispersing medium. The charge may also be due to, the direct ionization of a portion of its
structure groups such as NH2+ and COO--.

Electrolytes and colloids react readily to changes in the pH of the waste waters. Most of the
negatively charged colloids present in wastewaters. coagulate at an optimum pH value of less than
7.0 whereas on the other hand. Flocculent hydroxide colloids are insoluble only at pH value about

7.0 and usually over 9.0. Thus lime is normally added to raise the pH, as well as to aid in

ut

precipitation of colloids.

Alum has a pH range of maximum insolubility between 5 and 7 the ferric ion coagulates only at pH
values above 4, and the ferrous ion only above 9.5. Copperas ( FeSO4.7H2O) is a useful coagulants

ol

only in highly alkaline wastes.

Removal of Colloids by adsorption

us

A large number of compounds which are not removed by coagulation and other treatments, may be
removed from wastes by adsorption. For e.g. pesticide such as 2,4-D, herbicides and carbamate
insecticides may be removed by adsorption of activated carbon. In addition, colloidal suspension of
DDT, chlorobenzene, and pchlorobenzene sulfonic acid resulting in DDT production may also be

vt

removed by activated carbon

Removal inorganic dissolved solids
Little attention has been given to the removal of dissolved minerals from waste waters by waste
treatment engineers, because minerals have been considered less polluting than organic matter and
suspended solids. However, regarding the causes and effects of pollution, it is important to reduce
the quantity of certain types of inorganic matter. Chloride, phosphates, nitrate and certain metals
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are examples of the significant inorganic dissolved solids. The various methods employed for
removing inorganic matter are
i) Evaporation
ii) Dialysis
iii) Ion exchange
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iv) Algae
v) Reverse osmosis
vi) Miscellaneous Evaporation

This is a process of bringing wastewater to its boiling point and vaporizing pure water. The vapor is
either used for power production, or condensed and used for heating, or simply wasted to the
surrounding atmosphere. The minerals solids concentrate in the residue is reused either in
production cycle or to be disposed of easily. Chrome, nickel, and copper plating wastes may be

reclaimed from the rinse tank by evaporation in glass-lined equipment or other suitable evaporators,
and the concentrated solution returned to the plating system. Efficiency of evaporation is directly
surface. It is expressed as

ut

related to heat-transfer rate expressed in British thermal units per hour (Btu/hr)-through the heating

Where

ol

q = UA(ts-tw) = UAAt

q = rate of heat transfer (Btu/hr)

U = overall coefficient A = heating surface area. ts =

us

temperature of steam condensate tw = boiling temperature
of waste.

At = overall temperature change between steam and waste

Dialysis

vt

It is the separation of solute by means of their unequal diffusion through membranes. It is most
useful in recovering pure solutions for reuse in manufacturing processes for e.g. caustic soda in
textile industry. Dialysis work on the simple principle of passing a concentrated, impure caustic
solution upward, counter current to a downstream water supply, from which it is separated by a
semi-permeable membrane. The caustic soda permeates the membranes and goes into water more
rapidly than the other impurities contained in the water The quantity of NaOH diffusing through the
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membrane diaphragm depends upon the time, the area of the dialyzing surface, the mean
concentration difference and the temperature. These are expressed as
Q = KAt (AC)
Where
A = area of dialyzing surface
t = time in minutes, and

io
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K = overall diffusion coefficient.

AC = ACav = (AC1 - AC2)/(2.3log10 AC1/AC2)

where C1 and C2 are the difference in concentration between the two solutes at the top and bottom
of the membrane diaphragm respectively.

Dialysis is an operation requiring very little operator attention and although its main role is to

conserve raw materials and to reduce plant waste, at the same time it aids in waste treatment. With
the introduction of acid resistant membranes, dialysis has been used successfully in the recovery of

sulphuric acid in the copper, stainless steel and other industries. Some operation can recover as

ut

much as the 70 to 75% of the acid, but recovery as little as 20% may be justifying the process. In

dialysis, the driving force of separation is natural diffusion because of concentration gradient.
Electro dialysis is another form of dialysis in which the natural driving force is enhanced by the

ol

application of electrical energy. Electro-dialysis can achieve as much as 44 percent reduction in
concentration of dissolved solids in industrial effluents.
Algae

us

The use of algae for removing minerals from waste water has been investigated. Although
sedimentation and filtration do not remove any phosphorus, the algae actively growing in the ponds
caused a reduction of about 42% of the phosphate content. Chlorella and Scenedesmus are most

vt

active algae in stabilized ponds; because they are very hardy.
Reverse osmosis

It is process for separating relatively pure water or some other solvent from a less pure solution. The
solution is passed over the surface of a specific semi-permeable membrane at a pressure in excess of
the effective osmotic pressure of the feed solution. The permeating liquid is collected as the product
and the concentrated feed solution is generally discarded. The membrane must be (1) highly
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permeable to water (2) highly impermeable to solutes (3) capable of withstanding the applied
pressure without failure, (4) chemically inert, mechanically strong.
Although several types of membranes have been developed, two types of membranes are generally

io
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used in commercial equipment.
1. The first is a symmetric of skinned cellulose acetate membranes made in flat or Tubular forms.
2. The second type of membrane is an aromatic polyamide or polyamide hydrazide.

Reverse osmosis is an advanced unit operation in water treatment. Reverse osmosis membranes are
capable of removing at least 90 percent of the dissolved solids in water as well as organics, bacteria
and others impurities.

Osmosis can be defined as the spontaneous passage of a liquid from dilute to a more concentrated

solution across an ideal semipermeable membranes which allows the passage of the solvent (water)
but not the dissolved solids (solutes). The transport of the water from one side of the membrane to

ut

the other continues until the pressure (p) is large enough to prevent any net transfer of the solvent
(water) to the more concentrated solution. At equilibrium, the quantity of water passing in the either
direction is equal, and pressure (p) is then defined as the osmotic pressure of the solution having

ol

that particular concentration and make up of dissolved solids.

If a piston is placed on the more concentrated solution side of a semipermeable membrane and a
pressure (P) is applied to the solution, the following conditions can be realized

us

(i) P is less them the osmotic pressure of the solution and solvent flows (in the same direction)
spontaneously toward the more concentrated solution.
(ii) P equals the osmotic pressure of the solution and solvent flows at the same rate in both
directions that is no net change in water levels.

vt

(iii) P is greater than the osmotic pressure of the solution and solvent flows from the more
concentrated solution to the pure solvent side of the membrane leaving a higher concentration
behind. This condition represents the phenomenon of reverse osmosis. Substantial energy is needed
to constantly pressurized the incoming salty water is one of the drawback of the reverse osmosis.
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Ion exchange
Ion exchange is basically a process of exchanging certain undesirable cations and anions of the
wastewater for sodium, hydrogen or other ions in resinous materials. The resins, both natural and
artificial are commonly referred to as Zeolites.
When the ability of the zeolite bed to produce soft water is exhausted, the softner is temporarily cut
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out of service. It is then backwash to clean and hydraulically regrade the bed, regenerated with a

solution of common salt; which remove the calcium and magnesium in the form of their soluble

chlorides and restores the zeolite to its original conditions, rinsed free of these and the excess salt,
and finally returned to service.
Miscellaneous methods

Chemical precipitation or coagulation has been used to remove some inorganic matter from

wastewater. Oxidation reduction chemical reactions are used in certain cases to alter inorganic
matter and thus enhance its removal. For example, chromate must be reduced, usually with ferrous

ut

sulfate or sulfur dioxide under acid conditions, to the trivalent form and precipitate with lime and

subsequent removed as chromic-hydroxide sludge likewise. Cyanides must be completely
oxidized, usually with chlorine under alkaline conditions, to split them up into harmless and volatile
nitrogen gas and carbonate ions. The ultimate disposal of salts has always been and still remains a

ol

major problem to the environmental engineer. One solution is the addition of salt solutions with at
least 10 percent salt content to the warm surface water of lakes. The increased density of warm
surface waters tends to cause them to sink to the bottom, where they stay and serve as reservoir for

us

hot water energy. The hot water energy is pumped out periodically to drive turbines to produced
electrical energy. The hot water can also be used for space heating or for agricultural or industrial
process

vt

Removal of organic dissolved solids
The removal of dissolved organic matter from waste waters is one of the most important tasks of the
waste engineer. These solids are usually oxidized rapidly by microorganisms in the receiving
stream, resulting in loss of dissolved oxygen and the accompanying the ill effects of deoxygenated
water. They are difficult to remove because of the extensive detention time required in biological
process and often expensive equipment required for other methods. In general, biological methods
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have proved more effective since the microbes including bacteria and protozoa, consume the
organic pollutants as food. They metabolize the biodegradable organics, converting them into
carbon dioxide, water and energy for their growth and reproduction. To keep the microbe healthy
and productive in their task of wastewater treatment, they must be provided with enough oxygen,
adequate contact with the organic material in the effluent suitable temperatures and other favorable
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conditions. The design and operation of a biological treatment plant is accomplished with these
factors in mind.

There are many varieties of biological treatments, each adopted to certain types of wastewaters and

local environmental conditions such as temperature and soil type. Some specific processes for
treating organic matter are
i) Lagooning in oxidation ponds.
ii) Activated - sludge treatment
iii) Contact stabilization
iv) Trickling filter.
vi) Anaerobic digestion.
Lagooning

ut

v) Rotating biological contactor

ol

Lagooning in oxidation ponds is a common means of both removing and oxidizing organic matter
and wastewaters as well. The most commons type of lagoon used for treating wastewaters is
facultative pond. In a facultative pond, which is generally about 2m (6ft) deep, both aerobic and

us

anaerobic biochemical reactions take place

Raw wastewater enters the pond eliminating the need for primary treatment. Organic solids that
settle to the bottom decompose anaerobically, producing such substances as methane, organic
acids, ammonia, carbon dioxide and hydrogen sulfide. In the liquid above the sludge zone of the

vt

pond, incoming organics and the products of anaerobic microorganisms are stabilized by
facultative bacteria as well as by aerobic microorganisms. Facultative bacteria can grow in either
aerobic or anaerobic environments. The average sewage detention time in a facultative pond may
be 60 days or more. Oxygen is added to the wastewater in the pond by wind action and mixing at the
surface and from the day light metabolism of algae taking place. This oxygen supports the aerobic
reactions. The mutually dependent relationship between the algae and bacteria in a stabilization
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pond is very important. Using energy from sunlight, the algae grow and multiply by consuming the
carbon dioxide and other inorganic compounds released by the bacteria. The bacteria use both the
oxygen released by the algae and the organics from the wastewater. Although the algae play an
important role in the purification process in a lagoon, they can also cause a problem. When, they
die, they impose a secondary organic loading on the pond. Another disadvantage is seasonal one
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algae are less effective in winter. Beside this, lagoons are used with increasing frequency in areas

where land is readily available. The low construction, operational and maintenance cost and
negligible energy costs offer distinct advantages for this natural purification system.
Trickling filters

The trickling filter is a type of fixed growth system. The microbes remain fixed or attached to a
surface, while the wastewater flows over the surface to provide contact with the organics. Thus the
trickling filter may be defined as a process by which biological units are coated with slime growths
from the bacteria in the wastes. These growths adsorb and oxidize dissolved and colloidal organic

ut

matter from the wastes applied to them.

A trickling filter consists basically of a layer or bed of crushed rock about 2 m (6ft) deep. It is
usually circular in shape and may be built as large as 60 m (200 ft) in diameter. Crushed stones may
be of granite and limestone or sometime other materials, such as plastic rings, may also be used,

ol

because plastic media are light weight, chemical resistant. The trickling filters are always preceded
by primary treatment to remove coarse and settleable solids. The primary effluent is sprayed over
the surface of the crushed stone bed and trickles downward through the bed to an under-drain

us

system. A rotary distributor arm with nozzles located along its length is usually used to spray the
effluent, although sometime fixed nozzles are used. The under-drain system serves to collect and
carry away the waste water from the bottom of the bed and to permit air circulation upward through
the stones as long as topography permits, the effluent flows from the primary tank to the trickling

vt

filter by the force of gravity, rather than by pumping.
As the primary effluent trickles downward through the beds of stones, a biological slime of
microbes develops on the surfaces of the rocks. The continuing flow of the wastewater over these
fixed biological growths provides the needed contact between the microbes and the organics. The
microbes in the thin slime layer adsorb the dissolved organics, thus removing oxygen - demanding
substances from the wastewater. Air circulating through the void spaces in the bed of stones
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provides the needed oxygen for stabilization of the organics by the microbes.
As the microorganisms grow and multiply, the slime layer gets thicker. Eventually, it gets so thick
that the flowing wastewater washed it off the surfaces of the stones. This is called sloughing. The
slime layer (humus) collected on the filter bed surfaces is sloughed off continuously There is a need
to provide settling time for the trickling filter effluent, in order to remove the sloughed biological

io
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solids. These solid consists basically of billions of microorganisms that have absorbed the dissolved
organics into their bodies.

The trickling filter effluent is collected in the under-drain system and then conveyed to a
sedimentation tank called a secondary clarifier, which is similar in most respects to the primary
clarifier, although there are differences in detention time, over flow rate, water load and other

details. To maintain a relatively uniform flow rate through the trickling filter and to keep the
distributor arm rotating even during periods of low effluent flow, some of the wastewater may be

re-circulated. In other words, a portion of the effluent is pumped back to the trickling filter inlet so
that it will pass through the bed of stones more than once.

ut

Recirculation can also serve to improve the pollutant removal efficiency, it allows the microbes to

remove organics that flowed by them during the previous pass through the bed. There are many
recirculation patterns and configurations of trickling filter plants. One common pattern called direct
Recirculation

ol

recirculation.

The amount of recirculation can vary. It is characterized by a recirculation ratio, which is the ratio

us

of recycled flow to the raw wastewater flow. In formula form it is R = Qr/Q
Where R = recirculation ratio Qr = recirculated flow rate Q = Raw sewage flow rate
The recirculation ratio R, is generally in the range of 0.0 to 3.0 Activated sludge treatment
The activated sludge process is probably versatile and effective of all wastewater treatment

vt

processes. It is quite effective in the treatment of domestic sewage, as well as a few industrial
wastes from large plants. The basic component of an activated sludge sewage treatment system
includes an aeration tank and a secondary settling basin or clarifier. Primary effluent is mixed with
settled solids that are recycled from the secondary clarifier and then introduced into the aeration
tank. Compressed air is injected continuously into the mixture through porous diffusers located at
the bottom of the tank along one side
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In the aeration tank, microorganisms consume the dissolved organic pollutants as food and convert
organic materials in wastewater to microbial biomass and CO2 by using O2 provided in the air
compressor. The organic nitrogen is converted to ammonium ion or nitrate.
Organic phosphorus is converted to orthophosphate. In addition to provide oxygen, the compressed
air thoroughly mixes the microbes and wastewater together as it rapidly bubbles up to the surface
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from the diffusers.

The aerobic microorganisms in the tank grow and multiply, forming an active suspension of
biological solids called activated sludge. The combination of the activated sludge and wastewater in

the aeration tank is called the mixed liquor. In basic or conventional activated sludge treatment
system, a tank detention time of about 6h is required for through stabilization of most of the

organics in the mixed liquor. After about 6h of aeration, the mixed liquor flows to the secondary or
final clarifier, in which the activated sludge solids settle out by gravity.

The clarifier water near the surface, called the supernatant is discharged over an effluent weir; the
settled sludge is pumped out from a sludge hopper at the bottom of the tank.

ut

Recycling a portion of the sludge back to the inlet of the aeration tank is an essential characteristic
of this treatment process. The settled sludge is in an active state. In other words, the microbes are

well acclimated to the wastewater and given the opportunity, will readily absorb and decompose

ol

more organics by their metabolism. By pumping about 30 percent of the wastewater flow from the
bottom of the clarifier back to the head of the aeration tank, the activated sludge process can be
maintained continuously. When mixed with the primary effluent, the hungry microbes quickly

us

begin to absorb and metabolize the fresh food in the form of BOD causing organics. Since the
microbes multiply and increase greatly in numbers it not possible to recycle or return all the sludge
to the aeration tank. The excess sludge, called waste activated sludge, must eventually be treated
and disposed off.

vt

Modification of the activated sludge process
Several modification of the conventional activated sludge process has been developed. The
objective is to supply the maximum of air to the sludge when it is in optimum condition to oxidize
adsorbed organic matter. In step aeration process, the sewage is introduced along the length of
aeration tank in several steps; while the return sludge is introduced at the head. Such an
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arrangement results in the uniform air requirement along the entire length of tank. The process
enables a large reduction in the size of aeration tank. There are two important distinctions between
step aeration system and a conventional system. First, screened sewage is directed into the step
aeration tank without any primary setting. Second, the detention time or aeration period is about 30
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h, whereas the conventional system’s detention time to about 6h.
F/M ratio

An important factor used in the design and operation of activated sludge systems is known as the
food-to-microorganism (F/M) ratio. The food is measured in terms of kilograms (pounds) of BOD

added to the tank per day. And since the suspended solids in the mixed liquor consist mostly of
living microorganisms, the suspended solids concentration is used as a measure of the amount of
microorganisms in the tank. This concentration is called the mixed liquor suspended solids, or

MLSS. The F/M ratio is an indicator of the organic load on the system, with respect to the amount
of biological solids in the tank. For conventional aeration tanks, the ratio is in the range of 0.2 to

ut

0.5. It can be computed from the following formula
F/M = Q*BOD/MLSS*V
Where
per day

ol

F/M = food-to-microorganism ratio, in units of kilograms of BOD per kilogram of MLSS
Q = raw sewage flow rate, ML/d

us

BOD = applied 5-day BOD, mg/L

MLSS = mixed liquor suspended solids, mg/L
V = volume of aeration tank, ML

vt

Rotating biological contactors (RBCs)
It consists of a series of large plastic discs mounted on a horizontal shaft. The light weight discs are
about 3 m (10ft) in diameter and are spaced about 40 mm (1.5mm) apart on the shaft. The discs are
partially submerged in settled sewage (primary effluent). As the shaft rotates, the disc surfaces are
alternately in contact with air and with wastewater. Consequently, a layer of biological slime grows
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on each disc and the attached microbes that form the slime absorb the organic material in the
wastewater. This process is similar to the trickling filter system, except that the attached microbial
growth is passed through the wastewater, instead of the wastewater being sprayed over the
microorganisms. The speed of rotation and the number of discs can be varied to achieve specific
levels of pollutant removal. With several stages of discs, it is possible to remove nitrogenous as
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well as carbonaceous BOD. This is because growths of nitrifying bacteria predominate in the

microbial population of the final disc stages. In RBC system, there is no need to recycle sludge. But

a secondary clarifier is needed to settle out, the excess biological solids that slough off the discs as

the slime layer thickens. Like the trickling filter, the efficiency of the biodisc process is adversely
affected by low temperature. This is because the rate of metabolism of the microbes slows down
when the temperature drops.
Anaerobic digestion

It is a process for oxidizing organic matter in closed vessels in the absence of air. The process has
been highly successful in conditioning sewage sludge for final disposal. It is also effective in

ut

reducing the BOD of soluble organic liquid wastes such as yeast, slaughterhouse, dairy, and paper

mill waste. Generally anaerobic processes are less effective than aerobic processes, mainly because
of the small amount of energy that results when anaerobic bacteria oxidize organic matter.

ol

Anaerobic processes are therefore slow and require low daily loading and long detention periods.
However, since little or no power need be added, operating cost is very low. Where liquid wastes
volumes are small and contain no toxic matter and there are high percentages of readily oxidized

us

dissolved organic matter, this process has definite advantages over aerobic system. The pH in the
digester must be controlled to near the neutral point.

Sludge treatment and disposal

vt

Both primary and secondary sewage treatments involve settling of particulate matter, and thus
produce sludge. The concentration of solids in the primary sewage sludge is about 5%; the activated
sludge contains about 1%; and the sludge from trickling filters has about 2% solids. Thus the sludge
is composed of almost entirely of water and volume reduction is the key to economic disposal. In
addition to reducing its high water content, the sludge must be stabilized so that its biological
activity and tendency towards putrefaction are reduced drastically.
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The sludge is concentrated by gravity settling and floatation. After concentration the sludge is
subjected to anaerobic digestion in a digester in which the organic content of the sludge
decomposes to give mainly methane and carbondioxide and at the same time the bound water is
released from the sludge.
The sludge is then conditioned to improve its dewatering characteristics by adding chemicals like
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iron salts and polyelectrolytes. These chemicals bind the sludge particles together and encourage
the release of water. The sludge is then heated under pressure and after a period of time the gel

structure of the sludge breaks down so that the water is released. The thickened sludge is then

dewatered for efficient handling and disposal. The dewatering is accomplished by mechanical
methods, the most common being centrifugation and filtration. The dewatered sludge is then

subjected to oxidation to reduce the organic content, with the consequent destruction of bacteria

and significant reduction in their volume. Incineration and wet oxidation are the two common
methods employed for oxidation.

Several methods are employed for the ultimate disposal of sludge. The wet digested sludge may be

ut

sprayed on to a cropland where it functions as fertilized Dried sludge may be used a land fill or soil
conditioner. Wet or partially dewatered sludge or ash from incineration may be transported from
the shore to dumping grounds at sea. The potential drawback to the use of sewage sludge as

ol

fertilizer in agricultural fields is the presence of both organic and inorganic toxic compounds. The
former compounds are oxidation-resistant organic substances, such as organochlorine species
which become bound in the organic matrix of the sludge. The inorganic toxicants are represented by

us

heavy metals, mainly arsenic, cadmium, lead, mercury and zinc. These metals can be taken up by
crops and introduced into the food chains or leached to the ground water.
Drying beds / sand bed drying

vt

For small industrial waste treatment plants, sludge can be dewatered on open or covered sand beds.
Drying of the sludge occurs by percolation and evaporation. The proportion of the water removed
by percolation may vary from 20- 55%. Depending on the initial solids contents of the sludge & on
the characteristics of the solids. The design and use of drying beds are affected by climatic
conditions (rainfall & evaporation)
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Sludge drying beds usually consists of 10-23cms of sand, 20-46 cms of gravel or stone. The sand
has an effective size of 0.3 to 1.2mm & a uniformity coefficient < 5.0. Gravel is graded from
0.

32 to 2.54cm. The beds are provided with under drains spaced from 2.7 to 6.1m apart. The

under drain piping having a mini dia of 10cm & minimum slope of 1% The filtration is returned to
the treatment plants. Wet sludge is usually applied to the drying beds at depths of 20 -30cms.

io
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Removal; of the dried sludge varies with both individual judgment and final disposal means

In many cases, the bed turn over can be substantially increased by the use of chemicals. Slum

treatment can be reduce the sludge drying time by 50%.The use of polymers can increase the rate of
bed dewatering and also increase the depth of application.
Drying and incineration

A large volume of sludge can be reduced to a small volume of ash, which is free from organic
matter & therefore easily disposable, by combination of heat drying & incineration. Incineration

involves drying & combustion. Various types of incineration units are available to accomplish these

ut

reactions in single or combined units. In the incineration process, a sludge temperature is raised to
1000C, at which point moisture is evaporated from the sludge. The water vapour & air temperature
are increased to ignitaion point.Some excess air is required for complete combustion & of the

ol

sludge. Self sustaining combustion is often possible with dewatered waste sludges ones the burning
auxiliary fuel raises the incineration temperature to ignition point. The primary end products of

us

combustion are CO2, SO2 & ash.

Incineration can be accomplished in multiple hearth furnaces in which the sludge passes vertically
through a series of hearths. In fluidized bed sludge particle are fed into a bed of sand fluidized by
upward moving air. A temperature of 760-8150C is maintained in the beds, resulting in rapid drying

vt

and burning of sludge. Ash is removed from the bed by the upward flowing combustion gases.
Sanitary landfill

Sanitary landfill is used to burry garbage, refuse & sludge in a planned and methodical manner. It is
a simple, effective & inexpensive method for disposing of dry matter such as refuse, but sludge is
usually too liquid for this procedure. However, vacuum filter or sand bed dried sludge can be
disposed off in this manner. The area proposed for the sanitary land fill should be easily accessible,
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yet removed from sources of water supply & recreational areas at the same time on the land which
is not too costly. The suitability of soil & possible future use of the property are also imp.
Consideration sanitary landfills should be located above the ground water level and 152m away
from water sources, particularly when the soil is sandy, gravely or of limestone. At the end of each
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days dumping, the sludge should be covered and compacted by a bulldozer or tractor.
Sludge barging

Sludge barging is a means of final disposal of sludge to a deep body of water usually an ocean.

There is little theory involved in this method of treatment. Raw precipitated, digested or filtered

sludge solids are pumped into a waiting ship barge. When the barge is fully loaded it transports the
sludge to a suitability site far from the shore, where it is discharged usually by being pumped out

deep under the surface of the water. The sludge should be somewhat concentrated before being
loaded on the barge (to conserve space) but not too much that pumping difficulties arise.

Pumping raw or digested sludge directed into the ocean & disposing it by dilution technique is

ut

usually practiced in coastal cities. These sludges however, should not be contaminated by oil &
grease, odor high coliform counts, toxic materials discolouration or be likely to create sludge banks

vt

us

ol

or deposits.
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UNIT - 5
COMBINED TREATMENT
Combined treatment of industrial wastes with domestic wastes
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It is often possible & advisable for an industry to discharge its waste water directly into a municipal
sewage treatment plant, where a certain portion of the pollution can be removed. A municipal
sewage plant, if designed & operated properly can be handle almost any type & quantity of

industrial waste. Hence one possibility that should be seriously considered is the co operation of

industry & municipality in the joint construction and operation of a municipal waste water
treatment plant.

There are many advantages to be gained from such a joint venture:-

1. Here the responsibility is placed with one owner, while at the same time, the
cooperative spirit between industry & municipality increases, particularly if the

ut

division of costs is mutually satisfactory.

2. Only one chief operator is required, whose sole obligation is the management of the
treatment plant i.e. he is not burden by the miscellaneous duties often given to the

ol

industrial employee in charge of waste disposal & the chances of mismanagement and
neglect which may result if industrial production men operate waste treatment plants,
are eliminated.

us

3. Since the operator of such a large treatment plant usually receives higher pay than
separate domestic plant operators, better trained people are available.

4. Even if identical equipment is required construction costs are less for a single plant than
for 2 or more. Furthermore, municipalities can apply for state & or federal aid for plant

vt

construction, which private industry is not eligible to receive.

5. The land required for plant construction & for disposal of waste products is obtained
more easily by the municipality.

6. Operating costs are lower, since more waste is treated at a lower rate per unit of volume.
7. Possible cost advantages resulting from lower municipal financing cost & federal
grants.
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8. Some wastes may add valuable nutrient for biological activity to counter act other
industrial wastes that are nutrient deficient. Thus bacteria in the sewage are added to
organic industrial wastes as seeding material. These micro organisms are vital to
biological treatment. Also, acids from 1 industry may help to neutralization alkaline
wastes from another industry.

io
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9. The treatment of all waste water generated in the community in a municipal plant,
enables the municipality to assure a uniform level of treatment to all the users of the
river & even to increase the degree of treatment given to all waste water to the
maximum level obtainable with technological advance.

Discharge of raw, partially treated and completely treated wastes to streams

The effect of wastewater on the water environment may be physical, chemical and biological.

Physical effect includes increase in turbidity and suspended solids, addition of color, taste and odor
producing substances, and formation of sludge banks on the beds and sides of the water bodies.

ut

Industrial wastes such as cooling waters from power stations, dyeing and printing wastes from
textile industry, spent wash from alcohol distilleries etc raise the temperature of water in the

receiving body and reduce the DO content in it. These conditions impart an aesthetically
unacceptable appearance to the water, create an environment unsuitable for aquatic creatures such

ol

as fish, render it difficult to treat, and initiate the chain of chemical and biological effects.
Chemical effects include a drastic change in the pH value of the receiving water due to a discharge

us

of acidic wastes such as mine drainages or alkaline wastes such as textile wastes. High chlorides
renders the water unacceptable as a source of drinking water, high sulphates, under favorable
circumstances tend to form hydrogen sulphide and produce malodorous condition, nitrates and
phosphates encourage algal and other aquatic growths, toxic and inhibitory substances either wipe

vt

out the aquatic life or severely limit its growth and reduce the available DO in the water. The DO
may even become zero in the presence of a slag of oxygen-demanding wastewater.
Biological effects due to industrial wastes alone are not very serious because many of them do not
contain pathogenic organisms that are present in domestic sewage. When industrial wastes are
discharged in combination with domestic sewage, biological effects become significant although a
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large number of micro-organisms in the sewage are killed by unfavourable environmental
conditions in the industrial waste. The physical and chemical effects have an adverse effect on the
aquatic life, turbidity and suspended solids, along with color, cut-off penetration of sunlight into the
water and reduce photosynthetic activity. Suspended solids can choke the gills of fish and kill them.
Organic suspended solids settle to the bottom of the receiving body of water and in the presence of

io
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micro-organisms, decompose anaerobically. The products of anaerobic decomposition gradually
diffuse to the upper layers of water and add to the total oxygen demand. Anions such as chlorides,

sulphates add to the total dissolved solids content of the water and interfere with the metabolic
process of micro-organisms. Nitrates and phosphates encourage enormous algal growth in the

vt

us

ol

ut

water.
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UNIT - 6

TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE
Cotton textile mill waste
The fibers used in the textile industry may be groups such as cotton, wool, synthetic etc. The

io
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characteristics of the waste from the mill depends on the type of fiber used, as different types of

fibers go through different sequences of operations before the woven cloth is sent out of the mill.
The pollutants in the waste water include the natural impurities in the fibers used and the processing
chemicals.
Manufacturing process

An integrated cotton textile mill produces its own yarn from the raw cotton. Production of yarn from

raw cotton includes steps like opening & cleaning picking, carding, and drawing spinning, winding
& warping. All these sequences are dry operations and as such do not contribute to the liquid waste

of the mill. The entire liquid waste from the textile mills comes from the following operation of

ut

slashing (sizing), scouring, desizing, bleaching, mercerzing, dyeing & finishing

In slashing the yarn is strengthen by loading it with starch or other substances wastes originates from

ol

the sections due to spills & floor washings. The substitution of low BOD sizes (such as carboxy
methyl cellulose) for the high BOD of the mill effluent by 40 to 90%.
After slashing, the yarn goes for weaving. The prepared cloth now requires scouring & desizing to

us

remove natural impurities and the slashing compounds. Enzymes are usually used in India to
hydrolyze the starch, acids may also be used for the is purpose. Caustic soda, soda ash, detergents
etc. are also used in this section.

Bleaching operations use oxidizing chemicals like peroxides & hyper chloride to remove natural

vt

coloring material. The section contributes about 10% of the total pollution load.
Mercerzing consists of passing the sloth through 20% caustic soda solution. This process includes
the strength elasticity luster & dye affinity. Waste from this section is recycled after sodium
hydroxide recovery. Negligible waste which may come out of this section contributes little BOD but
a high degree of alkalinity.
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Figure shows schematic flow diagram of cotton textile industry
Dyeing may be done in various ways, using different types of dyes and chemical classes of dyes

us

include Vat dyes, developing dyes etc. color from the dyes vary widely and although these are not
usually toxic, they are treated separately . Thickened dyes are used for probing and subsequent
fixation. After fixation of the prints, the fabric is given a thorough wash to remove the unfixed dyes.
The finishing section of the mill imparts various types of chemicals are used for various objectives.
These include starches, dextrines, natural & synthetic waxes, synthetics etc. Therefore a composite

vt

waste from an integrates cotton textile mill may include the following organic & inorganic
substances starch, carboxyl methyl cellulose, sodium hydroxide, detergents, peroxides ,
hyperchloride dyes & pigments, sodium gums, dextrines, waxes, sulphides, soap etc. Depending on
the process & predominant dye used, the characteristics of the mill waste varies widely.
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The characteristic of a typical Indian cotton textile mill is given below.

Value

pH

9.8-11.8

Total alkalinity

17.35 mg/lt

BOD

io
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Characteristics

760 mg/lt

COD

1418 mg/lt

Total solids

6170 mg/lt

Total Chromium

12.5 mg/lt

Effect of textile mill waste on receiving streams/sewers

If the mill waste water is discharged into streams, it causes depletion of DO of the stream. This is

due to the settlement of the suspended substances and subsequent decomposition of the same in

ut

anaerobic condition. The alkalinity and toxic substances like sulphides & chromium affects the
aquatic life and also interferes with the biological treatment processes. Some of the dyes are also
found to be toxic. The color often renders the water unfit for use for side. The presence of sulphides

ol

makes the waste corrosive particularly to concrete structures. All treatment plants should be planned
giving serious consideration for the reduction of waste volume & strength, through process of
chemical substitution, chemical recovery & recycling of water. The pollution load from a textile,

us

mill is dealt with operations like segregation, neutralization, equalization, chemical ppt, chemical
oxidation & biological oxidation. Several chemicals are used to reduce the BOD by chemical
coagulation such as alum, ferric sulphate, ferrous sulphate & ferric chloride, lime or H2So4 is used to
adjust pH in this process. The dye waste may be economically treated by biological methods prior

vt

equalization, neutralization & chemical oxidation.
A Composite waste, when free from toxic substances may be treated as efficiently as domestic
sewage, as most of the textile mill wastes contain sufficient nutrients like nitrogen & phosphorous.
Trickling filters, activated sludge process & stabilization ponds have been effective in treating
textile mill wastes. Extended aeration is found to be very effective in treating strong wastes even
without equalization & pretreatment.
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Tanning industry
The tanning industry is one of the old industries in India. Usually the tannery wastes are
characterized by strong color high BOD, high pH & high dissolved salts. The concentrated growth
of this industry in certain localities has shown how the waste from this industry can issue severe
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damage to the water environment in the vicinity. In view of this peculiar pollution potential and the
increasing demand for good quality water, it has become essential to treated it waste to a certain
degree prior to its disposal.
Manufacturing process
Tanning process consists of 3 basic stages
1. Preparation of hides for tanning
2. Tanning proper
3. Finishing

ut

Preparation of hides for tanning

In the first stage, the hides are used to remove dirt and preservative salts use earlier, and soaked in

ol

fresh water containing sodium chloride and preservative chemicals 1 -5 days. The soaked hides are
then washed again in sufficient water.

The washes hides are then lined with a paste of lime in sodium sulphide. Lined hides are then

us

mechanically cleaned off hairs & flushing in wooden Vats with running fresh water. The subsequent
operations are de liming and bating. Batting prepares the hides for tanning by reducing pH.
Reducing the swelling and removing the degradation products in it. The deliming and batting is
carried out in vertically ground in warm solution of ammonium salts and commercial prepared

vt

enzymes. An additional treatment knows a pickling is required for preparing the height for ―chrome
tanning‖. Which involve treatment of hides with sodium chloride and acids.
Tanning proper
The second stage of leather making, the tanning, involves the treatment of hides to make them non
putrescible and soft even when dried. Depending on the type of product, either r vegetable
substances containing naturals tanning’s such as extract of barks, wood, nuts etc. or inorganic
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chroming salts are used as tanning agents. The use of synthetic tanning materials is expensive and is
not adopted anywhere in India.
Vegetable tanning is used for leather, while chrome tanning is used for light leathers. In Chrome
tanning process the tanning is done in the same vat after one day of pickling by adding the solution
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of chromium sulphate. After 4 hours of tanning, the leather is bleached with the dilute solution of

sodium thisulphate and sodium carbonate in the same vat. The chromes tanned leather is then pulled
out and half of the spent liquor if thrown out and remaining is reused and along with a fresh volume
of water. The vegetable tanned leathers are washed after the tanning proper.
Finishing

The third stage of finishing consists of stuffing and fat liquoring followed by dying. Dyeing can be
done using synthetic stuffs.
Sources and characteristics of waste water

ut

The waste water originates from the all operations in the tanning process. The waste may be

classified as continues flow water, and intermittent flow waste. Continues flow waste consists of
wash water after various process and comprises of large portions of the total waste and are relatively

ol

and less polluted then the other one. Spent liquors belonging to soaking, liming and batting,
pickling, tanning and finishing operation are discharged intermittently. Although small in volume,
they are highly polluted and contain varieties of solute and organic and inorganic substances.

us

The spent and soaked liquor contains soluble proteins of the hides, dirt and large amount of common
salt where salted hides are process. This spent liquor under goes putrefaction very rapidly as it offers
a good amount nutrient and favorable environment of bacterial growth. The growth of pathogenic -

vt

anthrax bacteria in this waste is also reported.
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Schematic flow diagram of tanning industry
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The spent lime liquor contains dissolved and suspended lime, colloidal proteins and their degradation
products, sulphides emulsified fatty matters and also carrying a sludge composed of unreacted lime,
Calcium sulphide and calcium carbonate. As such the spent lime liquor as a high alkalinity and
moderate BOD and high ammonia nitrogen content.
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The spent bate liquor contains high amount of organic and ammonium nitrogen due to the presence of
soluble skin proteins and ammonia salts used in bating.

The vegetable ton exact containing tannins and also non tannins. Tannins are of high COD but
relatively low BOD value. While non tannins including inorganic salts, organic acids and salts and

sugar are of high BOD and COD. The spent vegetable tanning liquor is the strongest individual waste
in the vegetable tannin having the highest BOD and very strong dirty brown color.

The spent pickling and chrome tanning waste comprises of as small volume, having a low BOD and
contains traces of proteins impurities, sodium chloride and minerals acids and chromium salts.

ut

Chromium is known to be highly toxic to the living aquatic organisms.

Table shows the characteristic of Indian Tannery Industrial wastewater

pH

Spent

Spent

Spent

soak

lime

delime

bating

vegetable chrome tan

dyeing

liquor

liquor

liquor

liquor

tan liquor

liquor

liquor

8.4

12.8

9.3

9.9

5.4

3.2

6.2

600

1600

800

600

2560

5400

1000

ol

Item

Spent

Alkalinity as

us

CaCO3,

Spent

Spent

Spent

mg/L

Acidity as
CaCO3,

vt

mg/L

Chloride,
mg/L
Total

16800

8900

400

240

3000

35800

38240

27450

5000

34800
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solids,
mg/L
Suspended
solids,

4500

3590

445

3584

12000

2500

708

7300

775

1060

2660

705

1255

COD,
mg/L
BOD,
mg/L
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mg/L
2374

30240

887

16000

3584

6720

Effects of waste on streams and sewage plant

Tannery waste characterized by high BOD, high suspended solids and strong colors. The waste when
discharged into streams they deplete the DO very rapidly due to both chemical and biological

ut

oxidation of sulphide and organic compounds. A secondary pollution of streams may occur due to the
deposition of solids near the discharge points and its subsequent putrefaction. The gas evolved during

this process as got a typical foul odor. Chlorides in excess of tolerance limits (500mg/ L) render the

ol

water unsuitable for future use. The chromium is toxic to aquatic life and inhibits the growth of fish
in the stream. Even the lagooning of the untreated tanning waste on open land may adversely affect
the ground water and near the surface water sources due to seepage of dissolved solids. This makes

us

the soil unsuitable for cultivation for this high salt content.
The tannery waste when discharged into sewer not only chokes the sewer due to the deposition of
solids but also reduces the cross section of the sewer arising out of the lime encrustature.
Chromium compounds in excess of 10-20mg disrupt the operation of the trickling filter. Sulphides

vt

are also toxic to the micro organisms are removed along with the sludge. The sludge is dried over
sand drying beds and can be used as a good manure. Chemical coagulation (Alum, ferric chloride,
and ferrous sulphate) with or without prior neutralization followed by biological treatment is
necessary for better quality of effluent.
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Treatment of wastewater
The method of treatment of tannery waste may be classified as physical, chemical and biological.
The physical treatment includes mainly screening and primary sedimentation. Screen are required to
remove fleshing, hairs and other floating substance. A continuous flow sedimentation tank, designed
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on maximum hourly flow with 4 hrs of detention, and is found to be effective in 90% removal of
suspended solid. About 98% of the chromium is precipitated in the primary sedimentation tank and is
removed along with the sludge. The sludge is dried over sand drying beds and can be used as a good

manure. No appreciable reduction of dissolved solids, BOD, COD, color and chloride can be
achieved in the physical treatment processes.

Chemical coagulation with or without neutralization, followed by biological treatment is necessary
for better quality of the effluent. Several coagulants like alum, ferric chloride and ferrous sulphate
have been tried for chemical coagulations. Chemical coagulation with ferric chloride alone is
reported to be quite effective in the removal of tannin and COD.

ut

Biological treatment of the tannery waste, in activated sludge process, after mixing with municipal

wastewater in a suitable proportion, and using acclimatized microorganism is capable to reduce the
BOD, COD and tannin by about 90%. Trickling filter may also be used for effective removal of

ol

BOD, COD and color. The low cost treatment methods may effectively be used for the treatment of
tannery wastes. Both oxidation pond and anaerobic lagoons are recommended for small and isolated
tanners. Anaerobic lagoons require less land area and nutrient addition compared to those in

us

oxidation ponds.
Sugar mill wastes

In countries like India, Cuba & Jomica the sugar is produced from sugar canes, while in many other
but roots are used as raw material for the sugar production. In India, most of the sugar mills are

vt

situated in the country side & operate for about 4-8 months just after the harvesting of the sugar
canes. A large volume of waste of organic nature is produced during the period of production &
normally they are discharged on to land or onto the nearby water source usually small streams
practically without treatment.
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Manufacturing process
The sugar cane is normally harvested manually in India, which eliminates the carriage of soil &
trashes to the factory along with the sugar canes. The sugarcanes are cut into pieces & crushed in a
series of rollers to extract the juice in the mill. Then for sugar canes of Lime is then added to the juice

io
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& heated where in all the colloidal & suspended impurities are coagulated. Much of the color is also
removed during lime treatment. The coagulated juice is then clarified to remove the sludge. The
clarifier sludge is further filtered through filter process & then disposed off as solution waste. The

filtrate is recycled to the process and the entire quantity of clarified juice is treated by passing sulfur

dioxide gas through it. The process is known as sulphitate process. Here color of the juice is
completely bleached out due to this process.

The clarified juice is then pre- heated & concentrated in evaporators & vacuum pans. The partially
crystallized syrup from the vacuum pan is known as Massecuite is then transferred to the
crystallizers, where complete crystallization of sugar occurs. The massecuite is then centrifuged, to

ut

separate the sugar crystals from the mother liquor. The spent liquor is discarded as black strap
molasses. The sugar is then dried & bagged for transport.

The fibrous residue of the mill house known as bagasses may be burnt in the boilers or may be used
distilleries.

ol

as raw materials for the production of paper product. The black strap molasses may be used in the

us

Sources and characteristics of wastes

vt

Waste from the mill house include the water used as splashes to extract maximum amount of juice &
those used to cool the roller bearings. As such the mill house waste contains high BOD due to the
presence of sugar & oil from the machineries. The filter cloths used for filtering the juice needs
occasional cleaning. The wash waster thus produced through small in volume, contains high BOD &
suspended solids.
A large volume of water is required in the Barometric condensers of the evaporators & vacuum pan.
The water is usually partially or fully circulated after cooling through a spray pond. This cooling
water gets polluted as it picks up some organic substances from the vapour of boiling syrup in
evaporation & vacuum pans. This polluted water, instead of recirculated is discarded as excess
condenser water. These discharges contribute substantially to the waste volume & modulated to
BOD in many sugar mills.
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Schematic flow diagram of sugar cane industry
Additional waste originates due to the leakages & spillages of juice, syrup & molasses in different
sections. The periodical washings of the floor through small in volume have got very high BOD. The

us

periodic blow off of the boilers produces another intermittence waste discharge. This waste is high in
suspended solids, low in BOD & usually alkaline.
Value

pH

4.6-7.1

Total solids

870-3500 mg/lt

BOD

300-200 mg/lt

COD

600-4380 mg/lt

Total suspended solids

220-800 mg/lt

Total Nitrogen

10-40 mg/lt

vt

Characteristics
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Effects of wastes on receiving water
The fresh effluent from the sugar mill decomposes rapidly after few hours of stagnation. It has been
found to cause considerable difficulties when this effluent gets an access to the water course
particularly the small & non perennial streams in the rural areas. The rapid depletion of oxygen due to
offensive odor, black color & fish mortality.
Treatment of the wastewater

io
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biological oxidation followed by anaerobic stabilization of the waste causes secondary pollution of

Like any other industry the pollution low in sugar mills can also be reduced with a better water and

material economy practiced in the plant. Judicious use of water in various plant practices & it recycle,

wherever practicable, will reduced by recycling cleaning of floors or floor washings using controlled
quantity of water will also reduce the volume of waste to certain extent.

The organic load of the waste cam only be reduced by a proper control of the operations. Over

loading of the evaporates & the vacuum pans and the extensive boiling of the syrup leads to a loss of

ut

sugar through condenser water & this in turn increases both volume & strength of the waste effluent.

Disposal of the effluent on land as irrigation water is practiced in many sugar mills, but it is

ol

associated with odor problems.

Anaerobic treatment of the effluent using both digesters and lagoons has been found to be very
effective & economical. A BOD reduction of both 70- 88% was observed in pilot plant study with an
anaerobic digester, where BOD loading was 0.65-1.79 kg/m3/day with a detention time of 2- 2.4

us

days at a controlled temperature of 37oC.

The effluents of the anaerobic treatment units are found to contain sufficient nutrients (nitrogen &
phosphorous) as such further reduction of BOD can be accomplished in aerobic waste stabilization

vt

ponds.

Where sufficient land is available a two stage biological treatment with anaerobic lagoons followed
by aerobic waste stabilization ponds is recommended for Indian conditions. The mill effluent
however is to be pretreated primarily in bar screens & grease trap. The flow sheet for the complete
treatment for the sugar mill waste is shown in the fig, it is expected that the BOD reduction in the
anaerobic process will be in order of 60% while overall BOD reduction may be in the order of 90%.
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Distillery industry
Molasses (black strap type) are exclusively used as raw materials in the industrial alcohol industry.
The final stages being identical, the preparation of the fermenting medium or mash is slightly
different in the two industries. In molasses distilleries the preparation of mash consists of

io
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1. Dilution by water to sugar content of about 15%
2. pH adjustment to 4-4.5 to prohibit bacterial activities and
3. Nutrient addition

The yeast suspension is prepared separately in the laboratory with part of the diluted molasses and
then inoculated into the mash for fermentation under controlled conditions. The fermented liquor

containing alcohol is then sent to an over head tank without separation of the solid materials. The
same is then degasified and the alcohol is stripped leaving a spent wash. The crude alcohol is then
redistilled and stored in bags. Some of the alcohols like gin attain their final form at this stage; some

ut

other like whisky requires ageing is charred oak wood barrels.
Origin and characteristics of distillery wastes

The spent wash is the major polluting component of the distilleries and it is reported to be 10- 15

ol

times the final product in volume. The other pollutants include yeast sludge, which deposits at the
bottom of fermentation vats. In most of the distilleries in India this yeast sludge is mixed with the
spent wash and discharged. In addition to these, major BOD and solids contributing wastes, floor

us

washes waste cooling water and wastes from the operations of yeast recovery or by products
recovery processes also contribute the volume of these waste.
Effects on receiving streams/ sewers

vt

All the above types of wastes discussed earlier are not toxic to the aquatic life of the receiving stream.
But due to their high BOD content, they depict the DO of the receiving water. These results in
anaerobic decomposition of this organic solids, both settled & suspended, producing a malodorous
condition over the fairly long stretch of the stream. The conditions further deteriorate due to the
growth of sewage fungi. The dark color of the stream renders it unaesthetic.
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Brewery waste, which is comparatively of lesser strength, may be discharged in a fresh condition into
the sewers to the extent of 3-5 % of the domestic sewage. The strong acidic or putrefied brewery
waste will disrupt the normal biological activities of the waste treatment plants. For the sake of safe
the brewery waste, if discharged into the sewers must be screened & pre treated by lime. The very
high BOD content of the distilled waste makes it non amenable to the aerobic biological treatment
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and as such it cannot be discharged into municipal sewerage system directly.

Brewery wastes being comparatively less strong can be treated by aerobic biological treatment, after
screening and neutralization. Usually, the biological treatment is accomplishes by two stage process

for 90-94% BOD reduction. A flow sheet of one such brewery waste treatment plant employing high

rate trickling filters is shown in fig. When sufficient land is available, the brewery waste may be used
for broad irrigation after neutralization to utilize the fertilizing components of the waste.

The yeast sludge from distilleries which contains very high suspended solids & BOD & in rich in
proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins may be treated separately for by product recovery. But in practice

ut

they are mixed & discharge along with the spent wash.

Both closed anaerobic digestion & open anaerobic lagoon has been tired in India. A single stage
digester is usually adopted for anaerobic treatment when land available is limited.

ol

Production of hydrogen sulphide, impairs the anaerobic digestion, as soluble sulphide are toxic to the
microorganisms. It has been found that conversion of soluble sulphides to insoluble ferric sulphide
by the addition of iron salts improves the condition as the ferric sulphides are not toxic to the micro

us

organisms.

Anaerobic lagooning is a low cost alternative to the digester when land is available plenty. The only
disadvantage of anaerobic lagoon is the evolution from the ponds.

vt

The odor nuisance can be eliminated by establishing a proper anaerobic activity in the lagoon. As the
high sulphate content & low pH is unfavorable for the methane fermentors, neturalization of the
waste helps in establishing a proper condition for their activity. A greater initial dilution and greater
amount of acclimatized sludge may also help in establishing proper anaerobic activities.
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Effluent of the digesters and the anaerobic lagoons still contains a high BOD, which cannot be
discharged into the receiving waters. These effluents are successfully be treated either in aerated
lagoons or in oxidation ditches. About 90% BOD removal can be accomplished in aerated lagoons.
Aerated lagoon effluent requires further treatment in a polishing lagoon of about 24hrs detention
time. Single stage anaerobic treatment either in lagoon or in digester is followed by 2 stage aerobic

vt

us

ol

ut

io
n.
in

treatment is also proposed for distilleries wastes.
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UNIT - 7

TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE I
Dairy wastes
With increase in demand for milk & milk products, many dairies of different sizes have come up in

io
n.
in

different places. These dairies collect the milk from the producers & then either packed it for
marketing or produce different milk foods according to their capacity. Large quantity of waste

water originates due to their different operations. The organic substances in the wastes comes either
in the form in which they were present in milk or in a degraded form due to their processing. As
such the dairy wastes though biodegradable are very strong in nature.
Processing and sources of wastes

The liquid waste from a large dairy originates from the following sections or plants. Receiving

station bottling plant, cheese plant, butter plant, casein plant, condensing plant, dried milk plant &

ut

ice cream plants. Wastes also come from water softening plant & from bottle and washing plants.
At the receiving station, the milk is received from the farmers and is emptied into large containers

for transport to bottling of other processing plants. The empty can be rinsed, washed and sterilized

ol

before returning to the farmers. At the bottling plants the raw milk delivered by receiving station is
stored. The processing includes cooling, filtration, clarification, pasteurization and bottling.
In the above two sections, the liquid wastes originate out of rinse & washings of bottles, cans &

us

equipments & thus contain milk drippings and chemicals used for cleaning containers &
equipments.

In a cheese plant, the milk (whole milk or skimmed milk) is pasteurized and cooled and placed in a
vat, where a starter (lactic acid producing bacterial culture) and rennet are added. This separates the

vt

casein of the milk in the form of curd. The whey is then withdrawn and the curd compressed to
allow excess to drain out. Other ingredients are now added and the cheese blocks are cut and
packaged for sale. Waste water from this plant includes mainly the discarded whey and wash water
used for cleaning vats, equipments floor.
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Schematic flow diagram of dairy industry

ol

In the creamery process the whole milk is pre heated to about 300C to separate the cream from the
milk. In a butter plant, the cream is pasteurized and may be ripened with a selected acid and a
bacterial culture. This is then churned at a temperature of about 7- 100C to produce butter granules.

us

At the proper time the butter ilk is drained out of the churned & the butter is washed & after
standardization packaged for sale. Butter milk and wash waters used to clean the churns and small
quantity of butter comes out as waste from the butter plants.
The skimmed milk may now be sent for bottling for human consumption or for further processing

vt

in the dairy for other products like non fat milk powders. Milk powders are produced by
evaporation followed by drying by either roller process or spray process. The dried milk plant
wastes consist of chiefly of wash waters used to clean containers & equipments.
The scoured or spoiled milk and some time the skimmed milk are processed to produce caseins
used for preparation of some plastics. The process involves the coagulation & precipitation of the
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casein by the addition of some mineral acids. The wastes from this section include whey, washings
and the chemicals used for precipitation. Very large dairies also produce condensed milk & ice
creams.
In addition to the wastes from all the above milk processing units, some amount of uncontaminated

io
n.
in

cooling water comes as waste. These are usually recirculated. The dairy wastes are very often
discharged intermittently. The nature & composition of the waste also depends on the types of
products produce & the size of the plants.

Effects of the waste on the receiving water and sewage plants

As the dairies are usually situated in rural areas or in small towns, the question of discharging the
dairy waste in to the sewers does not arise.

As observed from waste is basically organic in nature. This is also slightly alkaline when fresh.

When these wastes are allowed to go into the stream without any treatment, a rapid depletion of DO

ut

of the stream occurs along with growth of sewage fungi covering the entire bottom of the stream.
The waste is said to carry occasionally, the bacteria responsible for tuberculosis (TB). Though
alkaline in fresh condition the milk waste becomes acidic due to the decomposition of lactose into

ol

lactic acid under anaerobic condition.

The resulting condition precipitates casein from the waste, which decomposes further into a highly
odors black sludge. At certain dilution the dairy waste is found to be toxic to fishes also.

us

Treatment of the dairy waste

Due to low COD, BOD ratio the dairy wastes can be treated efficiently by biological processes.
Moreover, these wastes contain sufficient nutrients for bacterial growth. But for economical
reasons, attempt should be made to reduce the volume & strength of the waste. This can be
accomplished by

vt

1. Prevention of spills, leakages & dropping of milk from the cans.
2. By reducing the amount of water for washes.
3. By segregating the uncontaminated cooling water and recycling the same.
4. By utilizing the buttermilk and whey for the production of dairy bi products of good market
value.
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Due to the intermittent nature of the waste, it is desirable to provide equalization tank, with or
without aeration, before the same is sent for biological treatment. A provision of grease trap is also
necessary as a pretreatment to remove fat & other greasy substances from the wastes. A aeration for
a day not only prevents the formation of lactic acid, but also reduces the BOD by about 50%.

io
n.
in

Both high rate trickling filters & activated sludge plants can be employed very effectively for a
complete treatment of the dairy waste. But these convention methods involve much maintenance,

skilled methods like oxidation ditch, aerated lagoon, waste stabilization pond etc., can be employed
with simpler type of equipments & less maintenance.

Use of the dairy waste for irrigation after primary treatment in an aerated lagoon may be a good
answer for the disposal of dairy wastes.
Fish canning industry

The processing factories either receive the fish refrigerated or frozen. With frozen fish, the process
starts with thawing out stage. The tuna is put into tanks with water at room temperature until it

ut

reaches the appropriate temperature. Once it is unfrozen the characteristics of the fish are
equivalent to those of the original refrigerated fish.

The following operation consists of eliminating most of the unwanted parts of the end product. Fish

ol

with the head and viscera removed are washed with water under pressure and then left to bleed in
water tanks for a period of time. In order to reduce the existing wetness to approximately 65% to
avoid the dilution of the sauce or oil by the water released during sterilization as a result of the heat,

us

the fish are put through a heat treatment using steam until a final temperature reaches to 71 oC.
This process is done in baking ovens where the fish are put on shelves. Once the baking process is
complete, the trays are taken out of the oven and cooled. The fish are taken off the shelves and the
skin, tail, fins and dark meet removed. Lastly, the meat is separated from the bones in the form of

vt

sides and different cuts.

Before being canned, the cans and jars are rinsed with water under pressure or steam before being
filled. This eliminates any micro-organisms that would otherwise increase the initial bacterial load
concentration of the product.
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Schematic flow diagram of canning (tuna fish) industry
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The remaining filler is then added, this can be water, brine, oil, tomato, mustard or different types of
sauces. The weight is checked to prevent excessive filling that could to lead foodstuff but be
processed appropriately, swelling of the tins or bursting of the seams. Immediately afterwards, the
air is eliminated by steam or vacuum injection and the can is sealed.
Sterilization is done in optimum temperature condition, to ensure adequate level of commercial

io
n.
in

sterility and to preserve the nutrition properties of the product.

Lastly, cans are labeled and put into boxes according to the distribution system that is to be used.
Source and characteristics of wastewater

Wastewater arising out of fish processing include those generated in the fishing vessels, filleting
plants, fishmeal plants, and fish stick plants and fish canneries. The fishing vessels discharge

varying quantities of ice and a large amount of brine, mixed with fish lime, scale, blood and oil.
Wastewater from the filleting plant is similar to that from the fishing vessels, but contains viscera,

ut

which are separated and sent to reduction plant for processing into fishmeal or condensed fish

soluble. Large amount of protein and small amount of carbohydrates are present in the fish stick
plant waste, while wastewater from fish canneries contain proteinaceous material, oil and

ol

detergents from can wash.
Treatment of wastewater

us

The first step for implementing an integrated solution in industry is to examine the possibilities to
avoid and/or reduce waste at source through the application of cleaner production measures such as
raw materials and technological changes, good manufacturing practices, etc.. Most of these
preventive measures are easy to implement and have low costs. The application of these measures

vt

reduces the volume and the waste content, thereby allowing simpler and more economical waste
treatment forms. Since the fish canning sector consumes significant amounts of water, one of the
main practices to be considered will be the implementation of measures aimed at reducing water
consumption, such as: vacuum suction systems on the reception of raw materials; flow control in
cleaning operations by installation of cutting devices; use of warm water or humid air to fish
defrosting; use of ice removal tank supernatant for cooling hot water; reuse of scaling fish water,
after filtration, in the initial fish washing; use of high pressure and low flow cleaning systems; use
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of compressed air instead of water when possible; reuse and water recycling from and to
non-critical operations; collection of fish waste in closed containers to prevent losses; dry
transportation of waste; adjusting the size of nozzles; etc.
Most of the water used in fish processing industries of this type results in an effluent with high
content of suspended solids and high levels of COD/BOD. The effluent have increased TSS due to

io
n.
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the remains of fish, guts and sand and high COD and BOD5 due to organic substances such as
blood, soluble proteins and fish oil. It is therefore important to introduce measures aimed at

reducing the pollution load of the effluent to be treated, such as: solid waste recovery; use of

vacuum cleaners to clean the fish; blood and fish remains collection to prevent reaching the
wastewater collector; installation of trays or other containers for solid waste collection, before

falling on the pavement; adequate coverage of wastewater drainage canals, to minimize the
entrainment of solid waste; etc.
Steel industry

Integrated steel plants usually consist of five main units such as coal washery, coke oven, blast

ut

furnace, steel melting shop and rolling mills
Coal washery and its wastewater

ol

The coal needs some processing to make it suitable for use in coke ovens. The main objective of
such treatment is the removal of solid foreign matter present in the coal. Generally the processes in
a coal washery include crushing, screening and wet washing of coal. In the wet process the coal is

us

separated from the impurities using the principle of differential settling. Water used for washing is
recycled and re-used after sedimentation. But in spite of all care taken to ensure maximum reuse,
appreciable quantity of wash water containing coal fines and other impurities like shale, clay and
small amounts of other minerals like calcite, gypsum, kaolin, pyrite etc, comes out as waste.

vt

Coke ovens and their wastewater
The production of coke involves the carbonization of bituminous coal by heating in the absence of

air at a temperature range of 900-1100oC in an oven, which drives off all volatile portions in the

coal. The gas which is evolved containing the volatile matters is collected through the stand pipes
and is cooled in stages. In the first stage the gas is cooled to about to 80oC by spraying cold liquor
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over the gas, thereby producing mainly tar as the condensate. In the second stage by a further
cooling to about 30oC, condensate containing additional tar and ammonia liquor is produced. These
two condensate liquors after the separation of tar in a tar-decantor, are recycled as sprays in the first
stage. The excess liquor known as ammonia liquor, containing mainly ammonia and various other
compounds is subjected to distillation for the recovery of ammonia, the waste is sent for further
cooled for further recovery of chemicals

io
n.
in

treatment. After the second stage of cooling, i.e., in the third stage, the gas is compressed and

The coal after being carbonized is removed from the oven and quenched by cold water. About 30%
of the quenching water is evaporated while the remaining water containing coke fines comes out as

waste. This wastewater is usually recirculated through settling ponds and does not present any
pollution problem.
Blast furnace and its wastewater

Blast furnace is a basic unit in an integrated steel plant. Essentially the blast furnace process

ut

consists of charging iron ore & coke as fuel, limestone & dolomite as fluxing material into the top

of the furnace & blowing heated air into the bottom. Pig iron is the metallic product of this unit.
Appreciable quantity of water is used in blast furnace for the purpose of cooling & gas cleaning

ol

operations. However, the cooling water normally remains uncontaminated & is reused after
cooling. The entire quantum of wastewater originates from the gas cleaning operations.

us

Steel melting and its waste

In the steel melting, the pig iron obtained from the blast furnace is further treated to produce ingots.
The basic principle involved is the oxidation of unwanted impurities in the pig iron which lead to
the production of steel ingots. Water requirement in the steel melting processes lies in keeping the

vt

furnace body cool. And as such this water remains uncontaminated & is reused
Rolling mills & their waste
The steel ingots obtained from the steel melting are rolled to different products in the rolling mills.
However, the ingots are heated first in the soaking pits until these are plastic enough for economic
reduction by rolling. Ingots are usually rolled into blooms, billets or slabs depending
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ut

Schematic flow diagram of Steel industry

upon the final product. These rolled blooms, billets and slabs are then cooled & stored &
subsequently sent to another mill, where these are re-rolled to produce finer products.

ol

During the process of rolling of ingots, blooms, billets and slabs, lots of scales are given off and are
collected in the scale flume, below the roll tables. These scales are flushed down with high pressure
water and are collected at the scale pit. The rolls also get heated up during the process, and cool with

us

liberal supply of water. This water also joins the waste water flow through flume. Naturally it
carries a lot of oil and grease.

Effects of the steel plants waste on receiving water

vt

Pollutants that of main concern in integrated steel plant waste are suspended solids, cyanides, acids,
ammonium compounds, phosphates, phenols, oils etc.. If the spent ammonical liquor is discharged
into a stream without any treatment, the phenol alone can disturb the ecology of the receiving
stream. It carries several elements which are toxic to aquatic life, among them some are
objectionable to human consumption.
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When phenol bearing water is chlorinated, chlorophenols will be formed. These chlorophenols are
detected by taste in drinking water even at a concentration of 0.005mg/L. The black suspended
solids of an untreated waste discharge pollute the bed & the banks of the stream with a thick
deposit. The reason for eutrophication in stream is generally attributed to the presence of excess

io
n.
in

amount of phosphates in the effluent.

Treatment of wastewater
Conventional Method

• Primary treatment consists of temporarily holding the sewage in a quiescent basin where heavy

solids can settle to the bottom while oil, grease and lighter solids float to the surface. The settled and
floating materials are removed and the remaining liquid may be discharged.

• Secondary treatment removes dissolved and suspended biological matter. Secondary treatment is

typically performed by indigenous, water-borne micro-organisms in a managed habitat. Secondary

ut

treatment may require a separation process to remove the micro-organisms from the treated water
prior to discharge or tertiary treatment.

• Tertiary treatment is sometimes defined as anything more than primary and secondary treatment.

ol

Treated water is sometimes disinfected chemically or physically (for example, by lagoons and
microfiltration) prior to discharge into a stream, river, bay, lagoon or wetland, or it can be used for
the irrigation of a golf course, green way or park. If it is sufficiently clean, it can also be used for

us

groundwater recharge or agricultural purposes.
Ozonation method

The incoming raw sewage pass through a bar screen chamber to remove coarse suspended solids,
fibers, plastics etc. and is collected into a septic tank / holding tank. The tank will have 24 - 48 hours

vt

holding capacity, with suitable compartments to separate the heavy sludge solids present in the
incoming sewage.

A sewage transfer pump will transfer the raw effluent into a manual self cleaning filter, and then
pressure sand filter & then onward to an ozonator. Ozone will be injected into the raw sewage and
mixed in to a contact chamber / holding tank. The ozone will oxidize the organics present in the
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sewage, thereby reducing the BOD / COD levels of the sewage to acceptable limits. The ozonated
effluent will be filtered through a pressure sand filter to remove trace suspended solids / turbidity,
etc. The outlet water can be reused suitably for toilet flushing, gardening, etc.

io
n.
in

Cement Industry
Cement industry contributes much to air pollution & liquid effluents are not a problem
Raw materials

It is a compound made up of calcium oxide & silicon di oxide along with aluminium oxide, ferric
oxide & magnesium oxide. Raw materials required for the manufacture of cement are lime, sand
clay, shale, iron -ore & blast furnace slag.
Cement Manufacturing Process Phases

Production of cement completes after passing of raw materials from the following six phases. These

ut

are;

1. Raw material extraction/ Quarry

ol

2. Grinding, Proportioning and Blending
3. Pre-heater Phase
4. Kiln Phase

us

5. Cooling and Final Grinding
6. Packing & Shipping

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase 1: Raw Material Extraction
Cement uses raw materials that cover calcium, silicon, iron and aluminum. Such raw materials are

vt

limestone, clay and sand. Limestone is for calcium. It is combined with much smaller proportions
of sand and clay. Sand & clay fulfill the need of silicon, iron and aluminum Generally cement plants
are fixed where the quarry of limestone is near bye. This saves the extra fuel cost and makes cement
somehow economical. Raw materials are extracted from the quarry and by means of conveyor belt
material is transported to the cement plant.
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There are also various other raw materials used for cement manufacturing. For example shale, fly
ash, mill scale and bauxite. These raw materials are directly brought from other sources because of
small requirements.
Before transportation of raw materials to the cement plant, large size rocks are crushed into smaller
size rocks with the help of crusher at quarry. Crusher reduces the size of large rocks to the size of

io
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gravels.

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase II: Proportioning, Blending & Grinding The raw
materials from quarry are now routed in plant laboratory where, they are analyzed and proper
proportioning of limestone and clay are making possible before the beginning of grinding.
Generally, limestone is 80% and remaining 20% is the clay.

Now cement plant grind the raw mix with the help of heavy wheel type rollers and rotating table.

Rotating table rotates continuously under the roller and brought the raw mix in contact with the

roller. Roller crushes the material to a fine powder and finishes the job. Raw mix is stored in a

ut

pre-homogenization pile after grinding raw mix to fine powder.

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase III: Pre-heating Raw Material
After final grinding, the material is ready to face the pre-heating chamber. Pre-heater chamber
consists of series of vertical cyclone from where the raw material passes before facing the kiln.

ol

Pre-heating chamber utilizes the emitting hot gases from kiln. Pre-heating of the material saves the
energy and make plant environmental friendly.

us

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase IV: Kiln Phase
Kiln is a huge rotating furnace also called as the heart of cement making process. Here, raw material
is heated up to 1450 0C. This temperature begins a chemical reaction so called decarbonation. In
this reaction material (like limestone) releases the carbon dioxide. High temperature of kiln makes
slurry of the material.

vt

The series of chemical reactions between calcium and silicon dioxide compounds form the primary
constituents of cement i.e., calcium silicate. Kiln is heating up from the exit side by the use of
natural gas and coal. When material reaches the lower part of the kiln, it forms the shape of clinker.
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Schematic flow diagram of cement industry

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase V: Cooling and Final Grinding

After passing out from the kiln, clinkers are cooled by mean of forced air. Clinker released the

absorb heat and cool down to lower temperature. Released heat by clinker is reused by recirculating
it back to the kiln. This too saves energy.

Final process of 5th phase is the final grinding. There is a horizontal filled with steel balls. Clinker

ut

reach in this rotating drum after cooling. Here, steel balls tumble and crush the clinker into a very

fine powder. This fine powder is considered as cement. During grinding gypsum is also added to
the mix in small percentage that controls the setting of cement.

ol

Cement Manufacturing Process Phase VI: Packing and Shipping
Material is directly conveyed to the silos (silos are the large storage tanks of cement) from the
grinding mills. Further, it is packed to about 20-40 kg bags. Only a small percent of cement is

us

packed in the bags only for those customers whom need is very small. The remaining cement is
shipped in bulk quantities by mean of trucks, rails or ships.
Cement Manufacturing Process Flow Chart
After explaining the complete process of cement making, flow chart would be like that. Flow chart

vt

presents the summary of whole process as shown below.
Sources of effluent
Cooling water- It can be recycled after cooling as it does not contain harmful materials
Wet scrubbing effluent - Wet scrubbing of kiln dust yields an effluent that has a high pH value,
alkalinity, suspended & dissolved solids like sulfate & potassium predominates.
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Wastewater and Industrial Process Wastewater Treatment
In cement industries water is used only for cooling operation of manufacturing process. Process
wastewater with high pH and suspended solids may be generated in some operations. Generally
waster used for cooling purpose is recycled and reused in the process. Screening and for suspended

io
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solid reduction is done by using settling basin and clarifier. Water treated from waste water

treatment plant should use for green belt development. This green belt also helps in minimizing
noise pollution.

At lime mining site and cement plant contaminated streams of rain water should be directed to the

waste water treatment plant and should use for industrial process. Storm-water flowing through
pet-coke, coal, and waste material stockpiles exposed to the open air may become contaminated.

Rain water should be protected from contacting from coal depot clinker and lime and fly ash storage

area to prevent contamination by covering the storage area and should collect at some tank for
further use in dust suppression system at plant. If storm-water does contact storage yard than it may

ut

indicate presence of high value of sulphate in soil and toxic metals like Zinc, Lead and Chromium

vt

us

ol

in the dust and high TDS value in ground water.
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UNIT - 8
TREATMENT OF SELECTED INDUSTRIAL WASTE II
Pulp and paper mill wastes

io
n.
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Paper industry is one of the largest industries in our country. But it is also on the major industries
which contributes a lot towards pollutant of our environment.

The paper mills use the Pulp‖ as the raw materials which is again produced utilizing different

cellulosic materials like wood, bamboo etc., in the pulp mills . The pulp & paper mill wastes

characteristically contain vey high COD & color. The presence of lignin in the waste, which is not
easily biodegradable, makes the COD/BOD ratio of the waste very high. It may be noted that, the

pollution potential of the paper mills are negligible compare to that of the pulp mills. As such, it is
the pulp making process which is responsible for the pollution problem associated with the
integrated pulp & paper mills.

ut

Manufacturing process & the sources of the waste

The volume & characteristics of the waste depends on the type & manufacturing process adopted &
the extent of reuse of water employee in the plant. The process of manufacturing of paper & pulp

ol

making & then making the final product of paper.

In the pulp making phase, the chipped cellulose raw materials are digested with different chemicals

us

in one tank under high temperature & pressure. The process thus loosens the cellulose fibers &
dissolves the lignin & resin & other non cellulosic materials in the raw material. The kraft process
or sulphate process of pulp making uses sodium, sulphate, sodium hydroxide & sodium sulphide as
the above mentioned digestive chemicals. Another process of pulp making known as sulphide

vt

process uses magnesium or calcium bisulphate & sulphurous acid as the digestive chemicals. The
alkali process uses sodium hydroxide or lime for pulp making.
The spent liquor produced by the above process of digestion is known as ―Black Liquor‖. This is
not only very rich in lignin content, but also contains a large amount of utilized chemicals.
Therefore this black liquor is treated separately for the recovery. So while the entire quantity of the
liquor is up hide process makes the colored waste from the section, in the kraft process, the
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vt

Schematic flow diagram of paper and pulp industry

same is produced due to the leakages, spillages or overflow only from the digester. The cellulosic
fiber after being separated from the black liquor is washed & then partially dewatered.
A concentrated wash water may be sent for chemical recovery) in the kraft process. The dilute wash
water from the waste water. This volume of waste water is known as ―Brown stock wash‖ or
―Unbleached Decter waste‖.
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The washed cellulosic fibers are then sent for the bleaching in 3 stages, where chlorine, caustic &
hypochloride are used in successive stages. Waste waters from the first & the last stages are light
yellow in color while that from the caustic extraction stage is highly colored. The bleached pulp is
then sent for the paper mill. In the paper mill, the pulp is disintegrated & mixed with various filter
materials like alum talc, etc and dyes on an along shaped especially pulp is refined in a machine

io
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known as ―jorda‖. The refined pulp is then diluted to proper consistency for paper making and
passed through a screen to remove lumps or knots. Now this pulp is carried by a travelling belt of

fine screen to a series of rolls, where the final product, the ―paper‖ is produced. The drained water

often called as ―White water‖ forms the waste water from the paper mill section. This waste water
contains fine fibers, alum, talc, etc. Usually the fibers are recovered from this waste; the treated
liquid is reused for the wet chipping process.

The black liquor of the karaft process concentrated by evaporation and then incineration with the
addititon of sodium sulphate . The organic like lignin, resin etc are burnt off & the smell I

sdissolved in water . the resulting liquid is known as ―green liquor‖ lime is now added to this liquor

ut

resulting in the formation of ― white liquor‖ & ― lime mud‖ containing chiefly digesting chemicals

& is sent for using digester . The lime mud is calcined (by burning) to form calcium oxide, which is
reused to recaustised other green liquors in to the white liquors. Beside those mentioned about, the

ol

small volume of waste water is also produced when the bark is removed from the raw wood & the
latter is reduced to chips by wet process. Some very toxic waste materials are also generated during
the process of chemical recovery from black liquor. Toxic materials like Dimethyl sulphide, methyl

us

mercaptan etc also comes out with digester gases & forms a colorless waste water after
condensation.

Characteristics of pulp and paper mill wastes

vt

The chemical composition of the wastes depends on the size of the plant, manufacturing process
and to a great extent on the material economy practiced (by way of recovery of chemicals and
fibers) in the plant. In most of the small paper mills in India, the chemical recovery is not practiced
due to economical reasons. As such, the pollution potential of the waste of smaller mills is higher
than that of the larger mills. Generally, the pulp and paper mills wastes are characterized by very
strong color, high BOD, high suspended solids, and a high COD/BOD ratio.
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It may be noticed that too much difference is percent suspended solids contribution from different
sections b/w the large and small mills arises due to following reasons.
Large mills produces large amount of lime mud and without being calcined, it is discharged as a
waste. This lime mud in the large mills contributes 86.5% of the total suspended solids in the
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effluent. As such, the percent suspended solids from the digester section; bleaching paper mill
section etc. assumes a very low value. On the other hand, no question of lime mud rises in small
mill, as it does not have the chemical recovery plant. The waste volume percentage from the
digester section is also higher in the case of small mill as the entire quantity of black liquor is
wasted in such mills.

Effects of wastes on receiving water courses or sewers

Crudes pulp and paper mill wastes or insufficiently treated wastes cause very serious pollution

problems, when discharged into the streams. The pollution extends over a very long stretch, due to
the presence of slowly decomposing components in the waste. The fine fibers often close the water

ut

intake screens in the downstream side .

A toxic effect may also be induced upon the flora and funa of the stream due to sulphites and

ol

phenols in the waste.

The bottom deposits of ligniono cellulosic material near the point of discharge of the waste in a
stream undergoes slow deposition and may lead to the DO depletion followed by the creation of

us

anaerobic condition and destruction of aquatic life.

The question of discharge of this waste into municipal sewer does not arise due to the large amount
and strange nature of the waste.

vt

Treatment of pulp and paper mill wastes
Recovery

The recovery of the process chemicals and fibers reduces the pollution load to a great extent, where
the economy permits; the color bearing ―black liquor‖ is treated for the chemical recovery. The

process of recovery is described earlier. However in this process the lignin is destroyed. The same
may also be recovered from the black liquor, by precipitation by acidulation with either
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CO2 or sulphuric acid. These recovered lignins have got various uses in other industries. The
alkaline lignins of kraft process may be used as a dispersing agent in various suspensions. Lignins
may be used as raw materials for various othe substances like dimethyl sulphoxide, which is used as
spinning solvent for polyacrylonitarite fibers. Activated carbons may also be manufactured from
the lignings, recovered from the black liquors. The fibers in the white water, from the paper mills

Chemical treatment for the color removal

io
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are recovered either by sedimentation or by flotation using forced air in the tank.

The chemical coagulation for the removal of color is found to be uneconomical. Attempts have
been made to remove color from the waste suing the lime sludge. The results are not encouraging.

Massive lime treatment process developed in USA is said to be capable of removing 90% of color
& 40- 60% of BOD from the waste. In this process, entire quantity of lime normally required for the
recaustisation of green liquor into white liquor, is taken & allowed to react first with the colored

waste effluent. The color is absorbed by the lime and sludge after setting is used in recausting the

ut

green liquor. The treatment of the green liquor with colored lime sludge results in the formation of

dark brown liquor containing both desired cooking (digesting) chemicals and color producing
component like lignin. This lignin bearing liquor is used as digester liquor and then destroyed along

ol

with the fresh lignins, in the subsequent operation of concentration and incineration in the process
of chemical recovery.

Activated carbon for color removal

us

In a study conducted by NEERI, it has been observed that acidic activated carbon can remove 945
colors from the pulp, mill waste. However, pH of the waste required to be reduced to 3 before this
activated carbon treatment.

vt

a) Physical treatment for clarification
Mechanically cleaned circular clarifiers along are found to be capable of 70- 80% of the
suspended solids from the combined mill effluent. About 95% - 99% removal of settle
able solids can be accomplished in the clarifiers. However the BOD reduction is
comparatively small and of the order of 25- 40% only.
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b) Biological treatment of the waste
Considerable reduction of BOD from the waste can be accomplished in both
conventional and low cost biological treatment processes. Some are also effective in the
reduction of color from the waste. If sufficient area is available, the waste stabilization
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ponds offer the cheapest means for treatment. Depth of these ponds vary from 0.9m1.5m, the detention period may vary from 12- 30 days. A minimum of 85% removal of
BOD is found to be achievable.

Aerated lagoons can be adopted to upgrade the performance of already present

stabilization ponds that have become inadequate because of the increased loading or

more stringent receiving water criteria. The mechanical surface aerators are the most

satisfactory oxygen transfer device. The BOD reduction of 50- 90% can be achieved in
the aerated lagoons by varying nutrients in the aerated lagoons by varying nutrients

ut

feed, air supply and detention time.

It may be noted that pulp & paper mill wastes does not contain necessary nutrients for
the bacterial growth and hence nitrogen and phosphorous are to be added into the

ol

lagoons in the form of urea or ammonia and phosphoric acid in BOD: N: P ratio of 100:
5: 1. The nutrient addition is found to be not necessary when a detention period of more
than 10- 15 days are provided.

Segregated strong waste or combined wastes may be well treated in anaerobic lagoons

us

with nutrient supplementation. A BOD loading of found to be adequate for 72.5%
removal of BOD in a particular case.
Activated sludge process is the most satisfactory and sophisticated system for the
effluent treatment. It is reported that about 80- 90% BOD removal can be achieved with

vt

a loading rate of 0.2-0.5kg of BOD per kg of MISS at a detention time of a 3- 9 hrs.

c) Lagooning
In small mills where the black liquor is not treated separately for the chemical recovery,
the strong black liquor must be segregated from the other wastes and stored in a lagoon.
The content of the lagoon may be discharged into the stream under favorable conditions
in the monsoon.
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d) Land treatment method
Some types of soil are capable of removing solvents from the waste. The waste is stored
& allowed to be absorbed in such a soil. The capability of the soil in removing the color
depends on the cation exchange capacity of the soil. In addition to this property of the
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soil, the same should be sufficiently permeable to accept the entire volume of the waste.
e) Disposal of the waste by irrigation.

The pulp mill effluent may be utilized for irrigation. No adverse effect on crops is

reported for crops like maize, paddy, and jowar. Yield almost identical to that with
irrigation practices is reported for wheat and sugarcane.
Pharmaceutical industry

Pharmaceutical industry produces varied type of products. They range from vitamins, synthetic

drugs to antibiotics. The raw materials used are includes both organic and inorganic compounds.

ut

Some of the pharmaceutical plants do not generate any liquid effluents, while some others
discharge little quantities of strong waste & others let out larger volumes.
Due to these wide variations a generalization cannot be drawn on the effluents of pharmaceutical

ol

industry. Most of the antibiotics such as penicillin. Streptomycin, lysine, sulfaquinazoline,
nicarbazine & vitamins such as B1, B2, B12 and many steroids are prepared in the fermentation. The
most waste produced in the fermentation process is the spent beer liquor. The spent beer liquor is

us

the fermented broth remaining after the recovery of antibiotics and other valuables. It contains large
amounts of organic materials, proteins and other nutrients and consequently the BOD of these
effluents is abnormally high

Five main pharmaceutical wastes and their characteristics are as follows

vt

1. Strong fermentation beers (small in volume but having 4000 to 8000 mg/L BOD)
2. Inorganic solids (waste slurry with little BOD)
3. Washings of floor and equipment ( large percentage of total volume and BOD from 600 to
2500 ppm)
4. Chemical waste - solution or solvents which exert a substantial BOD when diluted with
other wastes
5. Barometric condenser wastewater - resulting from solids and volatile gases being mixed
with condenser wastewater causing 60 to 120 ppm BOD
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The antibiotic wastes impart objectionable odors to stream and inhibit biological population and
action. If they are discharged into sewer, they must be properly diluted, otherwise they affect the
sewage treatment.
The volume and composition vary from unit to unit. Approximately 1000 to 3000 litres of waste
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will be discharged per 100 kg of products manufactured. No specific conclusion on the

characteristics of the effluents can be drawn. In general, they are either highly acidic or highly
alkaline and possess a high BOD and COD. Some of the effluents contain toxic substances like
cyanides.

If the wastes are discharged into stream, they deplete the dissolved oxygen immediately. These are
corrosive due to their high acidity/alkalinity. Further, some of the substances present in them are
toxic to aquatic life.
Treatment of wastewater

ut

Antibiotic wastes

Equalization, neutralization and clarification are the essential steps involved in the primary
treatment of these waste. Anaerobic digestion and controlled aeration are proved to be the effective

ol

secondary treatments. Activated sludge and oxidation ditch are also employed in some
pharmaceutical manufacturing units. The effluent from secondary treatments may be passed on to
sand filters to produce effluent of better quality

us

Sometimes, the antibiotics wastes are evaporated and incinerated. Residues from penicillin and
other antibiotics are dried and used in stock food. It is reported that a vacuum dried mycelium from
the manufacture of penicillin can be digested to produce methane while reducing the organic matter

vt

content by about 55%.

Synthetic drug wastes
The type of treatment largely depends on the products manufactured. Due to the varied
characteristics of wastes from different sections of the plant, a careful pilot plant study is essential.
Segregation of different waste streams is a preliminary step in the treatment. Acidic wastes are
neutralized with lime. Odor producing wastes are chlorinated. Cyanide bearing effluents are
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subjected to alkaline chlorination. Secondary treatments include biological oxidation with
acclimatized micro organisms.
Dairy wastes
With increase in demand for milk & milk products, many dairies of different sizes have come up in
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different places. These dairies collect the milk from the producers & then either packed it for
marketing or produce different milk foods according to their capacity. Large quantity of waste

water originates due to their different operations. The organic substances in the wastes comes either
in the form in which they were present in milk or in a degraded form due to their processing. As
such the dairy wastes though biodegradable are very strong in nature.
Processing and sources of wastes

The liquid waste from a large dairy originates from the following sections or plants. Receiving
station bottling plant, cheese plant, butter plant, casein plant, condensing plant, dried milk plant &

ut

ice cream plants. Wastes also come from water softening plant & from bottle and washing plants.
At the receiving station, the milk is received from the farmers and is emptied into large containers

for transport to bottling of other processing plants. The empty can be rinsed, washed and sterilized
before returning to the farmers. At the bottling plants the raw milk delivered by receiving station is

ol

stored. The processing includes cooling, filtration, clarification, pasteurization and bottling.
In the above two sections, the liquid wastes originate out of rinse & washings of bottles, cans &

us

equipments & thus contain milk drippings and chemicals used for cleaning containers &
equipments.

In a cheese plant, the milk (whole milk or skimmed milk) is pasteurized and cooled and placed in a
vat, where a starter (lactic acid producing bacterial culture) and rennet are added. This separates the

vt

casein of the milk in the form of curd. The whey is then withdrawn and the curd compressed to
allow excess to drain out. Other ingredients are now added and the cheese blocks are cut and
packaged for sale. Waste water from this plant includes mainly the discarded whey and wash water
used for cleaning vats, equipments floor.
In the creamery process the whole milk is pre heated to about 300C to separate the cream from the
milk. In a butter plant, the cream is pasteurized and may be ripened with a selected acid and a
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bacterial culture. This is then churned at a temperature of about 7- 100C to produce butter granules.
At the proper time the butter ilk is drained out of the churned & the butter is washed & after
standardization packaged for sale. Butter milk and wash waters used to clean the churns and small
quantity of butter comes out as waste from the butter plants.
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The skimmed milk may now be sent for bottling for human consumption or for further processing
in the dairy for other products like non fat milk powders. Milk powders are produced by
evaporation followed by drying by either roller process or spray process. The dried milk plant
wastes consist of chiefly of wash waters used to clean containers & equipments.

The scoured or spoiled milk and some time the skimmed milk are processed to produce caseins

used for preparation of some plastics. The process involves the coagulation & precipitation of the
casein by the addition of some mineral acids. The wastes from this section include whey, washings
and the chemicals used for precipitation. Very large dairies also produce condensed milk & ice
creams.

ut

In addition to the wastes from all the above milk processing units, some amount of uncontaminated
cooling water comes as waste. These are usually recirculated. The dairy wastes are very often
discharged intermittently. The nature & composition of the waste also depends on the types of

ol

products produce & the size of the plants.

Effects of the waste on the receiving water and sewage plants

us

As the dairies are usually situated in rural areas or in small towns, the question of discharging the
dairy waste in to the sewers does not arise.
As observed from the table below the waste is basically organic in nature. This is also slightly
alkaline when fresh. When these wastes are allowed to go into the stream without any treatment, a

vt

rapid depletion of DO of the stream occurs along with growth of sewage fungi covering the entire
bottom of the stream. The waste is said to carry occasionally , the bacteria responsible for
tuberculosis (TB) . Though alkaline in fresh condition the milk waste becomes acidic due to the
decomposition of lactose into lactic acid under anaerobic condition.
The resulting condition precipitates casein from the waste, which decomposes further into a highly
odors black sludge. At certain dilution the dairy waste is found to be toxic to fishes also.
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Treatment of the dairy waste
Due to low COD, BOD ratio the dairy wastes can be treated efficiently by biological processes.
Moreover, these wastes contain sufficient nutrients for bacterial growth. But for economical
reasons, attempt should be made to reduce the volume & strength of the waste. This can be
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accomplished by
1. Prevention of spills, leakages & dropping of milk from the cans.
2. By reducing the amount of water for washes.

3. By segregating the uncontaminated cooling water and recycling the same.

4. By utilizing the buttermilk and whey for the production of dairy bi products of good market
value.

Due to the intermittent nature of the waste, it is desirable to provide equalization tank, with or

without aeration, before the same is sent for biological treatment. A provision of grase trap is also
necessary as a pretreatment to remove fat & other greasy substances from the wastes. An aeration

ut

for a day not only prevents the formation of lactic acid, but also reduces the BOD by about 50%.

Both high rate trickling filters & activated sludge plants can be employed very effectively for a
complete treatment of the dairy waste. But these convention methods involve much maintenance,

ol

skilled methods like oxidation ditch, aerated lagoon, waste stabilization pond etc., can be employed
with simpler type of equipments & less maintenance.
Use of the dairy waste for irrigation after primary treatment in an aerated lagoon may be a good

us

answer for the disposal of dairy wastes.

Food processing industry (Breweries, wineries waste)
While breweries and wineries produced beer and wine respectively as large no of products are

vt

obtained in distilleries. The range of products from distilleries includes industrial alcohols, rectified
spirit absolute alcohol, Silent spirit, beverage alcohol etc. But two things are common in all the
products mentioned above.
1. All the above products are obtained through the biochemical process of fermentation by
yeast using carbohydrates as raw materials and
2. All the products contain ethyl alcohol in different proportions
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In all the industries mentioned above are all characteristically of high BOD and they present a threat
to the environment when discharge in to the water sources or an to the land without treatment. Due
to their varying potential pollution all the three industries will be discussed separately.
Manufacture of Beer
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Making of beer essentially consists of two stages

1. Preparation of molt from grains like barley.
2. Brewing the barley.

In the malt making the barley grain are steeped (soaked) to bleach out color and then made to sprout
under aerobic conditions. The grain malt is then dried and stored after screening the sprouts out.

The malt from the malt house is then transported to the brewing section , where the wort, the

medium for fermentation is prepared by mixing the course grain malt with hot water and by
transforming the starch to sugars boiling in hops. The wort is then inoculated with a prepared

ut

suspension of yeast which common the sugar to alcohol. When the fermentation is complete, the
yeast and mall residue is filtered out and finally the beer is carbonated before packing for sale.

As the flavor of the product is of prime importance selection of raw materials & control of process

ol

is done accordingly.

Origin and characteristics of Breweries wastes

us

Brewery wastes originate during preparation of the malt as well as brewering the barley. The spent
water from the steeping process of the mall house is one source. This waste includes the water
soluble substances of the grain that are diffused into it. Characteristically it contains a large amount
of organic soluble solids indicated by a high BOD in the order of 400-800mg/lt and low suspended
solids concentration. In the brewing plant, the major pollutant is the fermentation residue or the
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spent grains. This contains high suspended solids and also a high BOD. Wastes also originate in the
preparation of yeast suspension (i.e Pre fermentation section) from washing of containers,
equipments & floors and in the process of by product recovery from the spent grains. Large volume
of almost unpolluted water also comes up as waste cooling water. While the molt house waste is
usually alkaline in nature , the brewing plant is generally acidic.
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Manufacture, origin and characteristics of wineries wastes
The wineries utilize the fruit juices as the raw materials. So the first operation in any winery is the
pressing of fermentable juice from the fruits like grape. The waste from this operation resembles
that from the canning industry and includes the spent fruits or Pomace , wastage of fermentable
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juice and floor wash wastes etc. The second stage in any winery consists of fermentation of this
juice employing the method describes earlier. The wine attains its final form at this stage and

requires only blending and battling for sale. The waste from this stage comes from fermenting,

spillages, floor washing etc & resembles that from a brewery. In the third stage i.e the brandy plant,
wine of either type or the fermentation residue in the wine making is distilled to obtain brandy.

Depending upon the source of the brandy, the waste may have low to very high solid concentration
and resembles distillery waste very much.
Effects on receiving streams/ sewers

All the above types of wastes discussed earlier are not toxic to the aquatic life of the receiving

ut

stream. But due to their high BOD content, they depict the DO of the receiving water. This results in

anaerobic decomposition of this organic solids, both settled & suspended, producing a malodorous
condition over the fairly long stretch of the stream. The conditions further deteriorate due to the

ol

growth of sewage fungi. The dark color of the stream renders it unaesthetic.
Brewery waste, which is comparatively of lesser strength, may be discharged in a fresh condition
into the sewers to the extent of 3-5 % of the domestic sewage. The strong acidic or putrefied

us

brewery waste will disrupt the normal biological activities of the waste treatment plants. For the
sake of safe the brewery waste, if discharged into the sewers must be screened & pre treated by
lime. The very high BOD content of the distilled waste makes it non amenable to the aerobic
biological treatment and as such it cannot be discharged into municipal sewerage system directly.

vt

Brewery wastes being comparatively less strong can be treated by aerobic biological treatment,
after screening and neutralization. Usually, the biological treatment is accomplishes by two stage
process for 90-94% BOD reduction. A flow sheet of one such brewery waste treatment plant
employing high rate trickling filters is shown in fig. When sufficient land is available, the brewery
waste may be used for broad irrigation after neutralization to utilize the fertilizing components of
the waste.
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The yeast sludge from distilleries which contains very high suspended solids & BOD & in rich in
proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins may be treated separately for by product recovery. But in practice
they are mixed & discharge d along with the spent wash.
Both closed anaerobic digestion & open anaerobic lagoon has been tired in India. A single stage
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digester is usually adopted for anaerobic treatment when land available is limited.
Production of hydrogen sulphide impairs the anaerobic digestion, as soluble sulphide are toxic to
the microorganisms. It has been found that conversion of soluble sulphides to insoluble ferric

sulphide by the addition of iron salts improves the condition as the ferric sulphides are not toxic to
the micro organisms.

Anaerobic lagooning is a low cost alternative to the digester when land is available plenty. The only
disadvantage of anaerobic lagoon is the evolution from the ponds.

The odor nuisance can be eliminated by establishing a proper anaerobic activity in the lagoon. As

ut

the high sulphate content & low pH is unfavorable for the methane fermentors, neturalization of the
waste helps in establishing a proper condition for their activity. A greater initial dilution and greater
amount of acclimatized sludge may also help in establishing proper anaerobic activities.
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Effluent of the digesters and the anaerobic lagoons still contains a high BOD, which cannot be
discharged into the receiving waters. These effluents are successfully be treated either in aerated
lagoons or in oxidation ditches. About 90% BOD removal can be accomplished in aerated lagoons.

us

Aerated lagoon effluent requires further treatment in a polishing lagoon of about 24hrs detention
time. Single stage anaerobic treatment either in lagoon or in digester is followed by 2 stage aerobic
treatment is also proposed for distilleries wastes.

vt

By product recovery

The yeast sludge from the distilleries contains the degradation product of the dead yeast organic
debris from the malts like proteins, fats, vitamins & carbohydrates. On the other hand the spent
wash contains all the above nutrients unfermented sugars, amino acids, caramels, ammonium
phosphate etc. here 2 types of byproduct. ie., Nutrient rich animal feed & the potassium rich
fertilizers may be recovered in distillery.
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The segregation of yeast sludge for processing the animal feed is practiced in some distilleries
which in turn reduces the insoluble BOD load of the waste.
Yeast powder of pharmaceutical grade can also be obtained from a yeast sludge & spent wash mix,
while the animal feed derived from the debris waste and from the spent wash of distillers is usually
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considered as useful cattle feed. Care should be taken in the use of animal feed derived from the

spent wash of the molasses distilleries. The latter contains a large no of inorganic substances and
produce a laxative effect on the cattle’s. The repeated soaking of the liquid waste & drying under
direct sunlight produces a very good feed for fish.

Whatever may be the desired by product, the liquid waste is first screened, evaporated & then dried
distillery waste. The evaporating & concentration of soluble wastes is accomplished in different

types of evaporates. The concentrated waste is then dried on conventional spray & drum driers.

This product is known as dried distillery soluble (DDS) which is normally used as an animal feed.

The DDS can further be incinerated in health (at temp not exceeding 7000C) to produce in organic

ut

ash rich in potassium salts can be further be purified by sequence of operations like leaching,
filtration, & acidifying by sulphuric acid. It is further concentrated in vacuum evaporates and
finally crystallization of KCL and sulphates is done. It may be noted that, the condensing water
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arising out of the process of evaporation of spent wash still contains a high BOD & should be

vt
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treated before its disposal.
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